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Famous Finger of Metal ana -_  —=S—se a = 2 
stone pointing 1472 feet into £ ee te a ‘ 

the sky is The Empire State - Ve oo . 

Building in New York City. Pe : ' : a 
This mightiest of buildings LL . : _ 

makes liberal use of Stainless / eg E | ; a 
| Steel for both decorative and i oe - eee 2 

utilitarian purposes: in ver- Fi, a o ae ae Poy 
tical strips beside the win- os . Sei 
dows, in bands around the : Ce use ee ey 
tower, in the two entrance ° 1 VPN TELE 
corridors. “Maintenance?” i fo) of eta ye ce cee, 
said the assistant. operating Haut Li a OCT EEEERG EL ff 
manager when asked about ui Lt. Meee ee eee tf, 
the exterior Stainless Stecl. | POU yd gas AST 
“What maintenance? We : 4 essere re rh SY P 
haven’t touched the stain- | it Al | eee 2h iS 

stalled. And the condition of | gud Hii | _ Cre = 

the steel is as good as ever.” | aad i Dragon's Teeth Sprouting? No, these are steel bearing piles in 
Notia badsrecord.attersmdre! at i | the foundation of a dam spillway. When the dam is finished, 

; _ thans20 years. | re | you'll never know the steel piles are there. But they’ll be 
a : nine Hal working just the same, for strength and safety, as enduring 

Heat steel so often works unseen in buildings, highways, pipelines 
pee | and power plants. 

mea _ i 
1 Hg oo 
qa - : ae - : 

i ay a j . :_ —rtst—=i“=N*‘CQCO 
Tee a La 

ee ld ee 4 ee CS 

es 7} . ri 3 : ie = fo z m 7 . * e/a a eae ERS Sage) — This Baby Sitter is Galvanized! In truth, a sturdy, good-looking 
3 px : aa Ses a oe 2 Cyclone Fence is a dependable baby sitter. For it makes a 

So oa ee cme safe home playground out of your yard. It keeps youngsters, pce saa aR cee 
eae “ig ae 2. el absorbed in play, from stepping accidentally into the path 

F Pa 1 Bee a 4 of passing traffic. It prevents stray dogs from molesting 
J A 4 Nee — ae Pd 6 your children or flowers. Cyclone Fence, made by U. S. Steel, 

} a eer Eek is further evidence that only steel can do so many jobs so well. 

Coe 

Ke >> 
Ky OPPORTUNITIES with U. S. STEEL 

foe Pe Oe If you’re thinking about what you’re States Steel. Your placement director 
fp E & Ye | going to do after graduation . . . if can give you more details, or we'll be 
Pe 7 > Pr you're interested in a challenging, re- _ glad to send you the informative book- 
[ei eg © at warding position with a progressive let, “Paths of Opportunity.” United 
\ et LCL company .. . then it will pay you to States Steel Corporation, 525 William 
2 STEEL ., look into the opportunities with United Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 
Ve a55 

NCh 

This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel 

For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE. . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL .. GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY + UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 4-1074
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1954 — Boeing 8-jet B-52, America’s outstanding heavy jet bomber 

° ° ° one . 
Leadership is a long-time tradition at Boeing 

In 1931, Bocing engineers designed the _ and acronautical. It also means plenty with the company 25 ycars or longer. 
B-9, a revolutionary low-wing bomber S oom for aewancement. Boeing, Bocing offers cngincers an unusual 
that could outdistance any contempo- * ich now emp oys ees cages variety of experience, from applied re- 

rary pursuit plane. than even the ra 0 bie ar ll, search to production design, from work 
Today, thcy’ve produced the free pee rom within, an oe with new materials and techniques to 

world’s outstanding heavy jet bomber, © 1. merit reviews to give you individ- — ¢o.ordination of a vast subcontracting 
the B-52, and America’s first jet trans- Ua! recognition. program which provides contacts with 
port. Boeing also builds the record- vena 10% 20% 30% 40% 80% a cross-scction of U. S. industry. 

breaking B-+7 median jet sents n Boeing also helps cnginecrs continue ; : + : . : con si major ea “lear ie pro. it their graduate studics, and reimburses gram, and research in nuclear power mt them for tuition cxpenses. 
for aircraft. 

These growing programs mcan cx- As the chart shows, 46% of Bocing’s For further Boeing career information, 
panding opportunities at Boeing for  cnginccrs have been here for five years consult your Placement Office, or write: 
engineers of virtually EVERY type, or more; 25% for 10 years; and 6% JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer—Personnel 
including mechanical, civil, electrical for 15 years, and many have been Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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’ HE’S STUDYING A GM TEXTBOOK 

Vv ever since our first issue—June-July 1953— So, again, may we suggest you glance at the Journal 

the General Motors Engineering Journal has (copies are supplied free to all faculty members 

been welcomed by engineering faculties and students and school librarians who request them). We hope 

alike as an excellent contemporary source book. it will inspire you to write us for another important 

. ae : ‘ GM publication —‘‘The College Graduate and 
And we suggest, if you are not familiar with this 35 ; : 5 

en General Motors.” And to think seriously of making 
latest of GM publications, that you check your col- 

: yours a GM career. 
lege library. 

But—this is not a “circulation advertisement” for 

the Journal. | 

We mention it here — because we think a glance GM Positions Now Available 

: through any issue will give you a pretty clear pic- In These Fields: 

ture of the high standards and advanced viewpoints 
. : - MECHANICAL ENGINEERING | 

of our GM engineers. And of the intellectual climate 
I find i hicl hink and k cM METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING ! 

they find in which to think and to work at . ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

Certainly such standards, such viewpoints—and such INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

a climate—must be weighed among the assets of a CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

GM career. 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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hy : s s dius 1s a Torrington Needle Bearing 
Designed for Today’s Needs and Tomorrow’s Trends— 

Needle Bearings Offer A Unique Combination of Advantages 

The Torrington Needle Bearing has _ with its turned-in lips provides a be hardened and ground to proper 
two component parts—the fullcom- —_ natural reservoir for the lubricant. dimensions. However, where it is de- 
plement of relatively smalldiameter, | Thus the needle rollers turn in an __ sirable to use an unhardened shaft, 
thru-hardened, precision-ground oil or grease bath and continually an inner race can be supplied. 

rollers and a case hardened retain- bring up a fresh film of lubricant— 

ing shell by which they are held. insuring rotation of all moving For Modern Design 

The bearing is a complete unit in members on a fluid film. . _ 
: : : . . Where the efficiency of anti-friction itself, and is easily pressed into posi- . , 
soe . operation is desired, and where tion in a bore machined to proper Low Cost 7 3 ‘ : . space, weight and cost are vitally dimensions. The advantages of this . . . . . 

2 Zeca Few 2th ae The size of the Torrington Needle important considerations, Needle unit construction in simplifying in- . 3 . we . . . 
: , Bearing, coupled with the simplicity Bearings provide a logical answer. stallation and speeding assembly . . . ; ene 

* of its construction, makes it a com- That’s why you will find them are readily apparent. é 5 ; Bihncgl 5 : : paratively inexpensive anti-friction used in an ever-growing list of 

: “ge : unit. Its compact size encourages applications. 

High Radial Capacity simplified design which requires less This is one of a series of adver- 

Of special importance is the high material in surrounding compon- tisements designed to give you the 

capacity of the Torrington Needle ents. This also contributes tofurther latest engineering information on 

Bearing. This efficient anti-friction cost reductions. Needle Bearings. Should you have 

unit can carry a greater radial load The shaft serves as the inner race occasion to work with bearing de- 

than any other bearing of compar- _—in the majority of Needle Bearing _ sign or wish more information, write 

able outside diameter due to the applications and therefore should _ our engineering department. 

large number of rollers. The small THE TORRINGTON COMPANY 
cross section of the bearing allows a Torrington, Conn. ¢ South Bend 21, Ind. 
large shaft which permits a rigid de- District Offices and Distributors in Principal Cities of United States and Canada 

sign with minimum shaft deflection. 

Bffcient Lubrication TORRINGTON ////; BEARINGS 
The method of lubrication is an- 

other feature of the Torrington 

Needle Bearing. The retaining shell NEEDLE + SPHERICAL ROLLER * TAPERED ROLLER © STRAIGHT ROLLER » BALL * NEEDLE ROLLERS 
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The Student Engineer's Magazine 

PRODUCTS DESIGNED FOR STEEL 

COST LESS BECAUSE: WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
1 Steel is 3 times stronger than Latte 

gray iron. S525 50555 2=&] =E>E>EE— 

2 Steel is 2% times as rigid. is 
3 Steel costs a third as much per Volume 59 NOVEMBER, 1954 Number 2 

pound as cast iron. 

EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS STAFF 

CUTS CcOsTs Editor Business Manager 

KNEELAND GopFrey, JR., ¢'55 Carrott Ranps, m’55 

WITH WELDED STEEL sect cane ce wee 
Gene Worscueck, m’55 aaeele snes 9 

Pen costs largely de- Rosert Konn, m’55 

termine whether a design is ac- Assistant Editors 

ceptable for manufacture. The suc- Jon BauMGaRTNER, ch’56 Local Advertising Manager 

cessful designer therefore, seeks out Rosert HeEnrces, ch’56 James Cuerwinxa, ch’56 

every opportunity to eliminate un- 
5 ‘ i : Story Editors necessary expense from his engi- ow loaaane nS National Advertising Manager 

neering recommendations. nee > 
: Ron Parkinson, ch’55 CLARENCE Reter, c’55 

Because steel is stronger, more 
5.3 ¢ ‘ Dick Wuire, c55 

rigid than iron, yet costs a third as s 5 
h pe d Circulation Staff 

much per pound, costs on many Copy Editor : ; 

products such as the two shown be- Brut Gresenz, ch’55 Grorce KnupseN, m’55, mgr. 

low can be cut as much as 50%. Joun Ranke, ch’56 

| Photographers 

Dave DAUTERMAN, C05 Sales Staff 
| Ju Ricuarps, met’58 Barciay GiLpin, met’57 

Art Editors Jute BercAvER, ¢’55 

Bos Kasecuma, ¢’55 + James Crapp, c’55 

Larry McCormick, ch’55 
e 

COSTS 30% LESS — Machine bracket i Publicity lo — Machine bracket is : u 
welded from 10 gauge metal. Weighs half Fritz Cauties, m’55 BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

of original cast design. Cut is stronger, Staff W. K. Newz, Chairman 
more rigid. Costs 30% less to produce. : 

. | Don TackE J. A. Gace, Faculty Adviser 

ree MEMBER OF 
eo ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED 

i — i r P Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 

ty 7 Proressor THos. Farrey, Jn. Lrrrect—Murray-Barnuie, INC. 

a State University of Iowa 101 Park Ave., New York 

COSTS 45% LESS — Feeder roll is built Iowa City, Iowa 605 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 

ee “tyeul Jise ga ehintiows ‘bredioce, Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where 
5 s age, seins Ja : . 

weighs half of former casting. Saves 45% republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. 

on cost of manufacture. Seen eee eee 

Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 

Ideas for designing in welded steel Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate 

5% - of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 
Bulletins and handbooks on latest design pro- ema 

ee are available to engineering students. Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering 

‘ Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY aibestplien EASE 
Cleveland 17, Ohio $1.00 PER YEAR . SINGLE COPY 25c 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT ———_ SE 
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FOUNDED 1896 

Yn This Sssue oe 

ARTICLES 
Page 

THE “SMITHWAY . 2 ww we ee ee by James Rz Bley, m’55 16 
A prize-winning paper on materials handling at the A. O. Smith. Corporation 

ENGINEERING AND SANITATION. . . . . . . ee by Norman J. Petersen, 755 18 

The fields of waste disposal and water supply as they are available to the civil engineer 

WHY NOT AN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING CURRICULUM. . . ._ by Aristotle A. Alexander, °56 19 
An interesting proposal needing the attention of students and faculty 

MAGNESIUM~—A BIG NAME IN LIGHTWEIGHTS . . . . . . . . . . by James Selle, Met’56 20 
The practical applications of the metal and its broadening markets 

THE H-BOMB AND ITS DETECTION. . . . . . . . . . . . edited by Gene Worscheck, 55 24 
An article which treats the H-bomb in a technical manner 

THE UNWRITTEN LAWS OF ENGINEERING (PARTI). .. . . . edited by Bob Hentges, ch’56 27 
A must for any engineer with aspirations of success in this field of group efforts 

© 

DEPARTMENTS 

Page Page 

EDITORIAL ............. «211 SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS . Carl Burnard, °’57 38 

ENGINE-EARS . . . . Ron Schroeder, m’57 30 STATIC. © 1. oe ee HB 
1 . SO YOU THINK YOU’RE SMART 

CAMPUS NEWS . . . . Bob Hentges, ch’56 31 Le ee ee ss Sneedly, bs59 46 

W.S.P.E.. © 2)... Jon Baumgartner, ch’56 34 ALUMNI NOTES. . . . . Dick Paske, e’56 54 

e 

THE COVER 

Sneedly, who typifies the average Wisconsin engineer, knows he should be thankful for something. 

You, the “broadened” engineer know, and are thankful for, the finer things, but Sneedly doesn’t know they 
exist. Someday, Sneedly will awaken, then the world will be in real danger. 

SSS EEE 
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astis bp nuts Rollpins 
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Gia | CL 

HEX NUT Penni HIGH TENSILE NUT I ‘ ry ( Lf 

. i HU i 2a 1 N J ‘a Kf yy 
an UIs Re tN " yy Ln ‘ih, je», ; wed Poa ae aa At, 

Cl a SPLINE NUT | ye .) 

OTT ca ce | dia. from 1/16” to 1/2” 

CHINGH SUT 120° F. HIGH-Temp, NuT | 
nae Sommnnl l . . 

, &~- 4 ci oe | Rollpins are slotted, tubular steel, pressed-fit pins 

» Ea 5 ANG , | with chamfered ends. They drive easily into holes 

; A ae ee I drilled to normal tolerances, compressing as driven. 
©. SE I Extra assembly steps like hole reaming or peenin Nee y step g or peening 

r GANG ‘ are eliminated. Rollpins lock in place, yet are read- 

: CHANNEL NUTS FLOATING: ANCHOR NUT I ily removed with a punch and may be reused. 

‘ Cut bl ts b ing Rollpi t 
Every major aircraft now being assembled relies on the . u assem y “ f a a ete as Be 

vibration-proof holding power of ELASTIC STOP nuts. I Eres: positioning owels, revisor imge pins. 

Only ESNA manufactures a complete line of all types | Specify them in place of straight, serrated, tapered 

and sizes of self-locking nuts. I or cotter type pins. 

\"=7@) ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION ap iy 
LO sf au OF AMERICA acca 

Ss : ox ee ares at ear racers Te fetes Meemasietons mee mnie aay 

. LEE % ao Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America I 

_. OIL “7 Dept. N34-152, 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, N. J. l 
: 4 % Please send me the following free fastening information: 

— ¢ CO Elastic Stop Nut Bulletin CO Here is a drawing of our =| 
| Wb CO Rollpin Bulletin product. What fastener would | 

. e (1 AN-ESNA Conversion Chart you suggest? 1 

| a Name. Title I 

4 Firm 
c _ a Street. Sa pay I 

_ —r—“‘—™F—FTC CCC C—CSs—sCS—S— : | City Zone _ State ____ 

i : : Z ee 
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S. S. Marine Dow-Chem, first ship ever built specifically for the transportation of liquid chemicals. 

Newest link between Dow’s important Texas Division and leaving California, heading through the Panama Canal 
eastern terminals is the 18,000-ton chemical tanker, toward the Atlantic coast. All have one common purpose 
“Marine Dow-Chem”. First ship ever designed and built —delivering Dow chemicals by the most convenient, most 
to carry chemicals, this huge tanker has a capacity of economical routes possible. 
3,500,000 gallons, including special nickel-clad, heated Just as Dow’s research and production are making giant 
tanks that safely carry 13% caustic soda solution. The steps in the progress of the chemical industry, so Dow’s Marine Dow-Chem made her maiden Voyage In April, distribution keeps pace through new techniques in trans- completing three years in the planning and building of portation and service. 
the vessel. 

Transportation of Dow chemicals by way of water routes 
did not begin with this new ship. Dow has pioneered in Whether you choose research. production or sales, . 3 i ‘ “ you can find a challenging career with Dow. Write this technique of ee any ocr day, eh are Opretnies to Technical Employment Department, THE bow see a tanker steaming out of Freeport, Texas, steering for “™ | CHEMICAL COMPANY. Midland. Michigan or Freeport. East Coast terminals; a. powerful tug herding its charge of | Texas for the booklet, “Opportunities with The Dow barges up the Mississippi to Cincinnati; and a freighter Chemical Company” —you'll find it interesting. 

‘ou can depend on DOW CHEMICALS P PE EEG GE 
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RICHARD CONWAY checks ‘ : — -_ = 
cutting tool with machinist : 3 - *< - 
before milling a pump casing. i ss 4 = WA 

: is i | 

After completing his general training which brought him in chinists and many others throughout the company. 

contact with all departments, Richard J. Conway decided that “TI have contributed to the solution of many problems han- 

manufacturing engineering was his field. He says, “I chose the dled by this department including metal spraying, machining 

Manufacturing Engineering Department after completing my _ procedures, purchasing new equipment and designating proper 

general training at Worthington because as a graduate in In- _ dimensions to obtain desired fits between mating parts. 

dustrial Engineering I can learn the practical aspects of my “I enjoy my work because I’m doing the work I want and 

field while applying theory I learned in college. my formal education is being supplemented with practical 

“The personnel of this department work together as a team —_ knowledge gained from the tremendous wealth of knowledge 

toward the solution of the numerous problems which arise _ available to me at Worthington. I know from personal contact 

daily. We have the cooperation of all other departments in the with many other departments in the Corporation that Wor- 

corporation in getting the necessary facts pertinent to the solu-  _thington can and will find their young engineers a spot which 

tion of these problems. In the course of our day it may be will give them the same opportunities as have been afforded me.” 

necessary for us to meet the Plant Manager, Chief Engineer, When you're thinking of a good job, think high—think 

Comptroller, several department heads, clerks, foremen, ma- Worthington. 

—  @@=stmrser—etei—‘_‘_eeserms<sSséir 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, sce your College ee 
Placement Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training FE Zi] = | 

Department, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, N. J.  rrrr—™———S—S—s—sS=—=“‘REREN 
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A MESSAGE TO _ 
COLLEGE ENGINEERING 4 

ges STUDENTS > 
from J. M. Wallace, Manager, Meter Div., \ — 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation or Lo 
University of Pittsburgh, 1935 “ag 4 y 

Se 

q 

ae i 
_ or | a 
| —— Aue’ 

— 

Yo the man who wants more than a job 
You and I know that getting a job is not a problem which to live—and wants a job that will enable him to 
these days. Industry needs thousands of young engineers. do this. He is co-operative in his work, but demands the 

But the man who wants more than a job might well dignity of being treated as an individual. This man had 
pause and consider just how he is going to find his special high purpose when he elected a carcer as an engincer. 
opportunity. It cannot be found everywhere. I know this man. He’s many men at Westinghouse. 

The man I’m talking about wants interesting work He’s an engineer’s engineer. 
with a future, yes—but also something more. He is You, who want more than a job, are this man, too. 
determined to help make the world a better place in You will be among your own at Westinghouse. —_G.-10273 

For information on career opportunities L _ - 2 ) 
with Westinghouse, consult Placement fe i a i | / 
Officer of your University, or send for | aie ee | you CAN BE SURE... (F (tS our 44-page book, Finding Your Place [Pe ‘ yY S| 

e in Industry. / ; peg, fy 
Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional ae i] es In ouse Educational Co-ordinator, Westinghouse | #7 "MR juss = ji 
Electric Corporation, Merchandise Mart | Se [ ‘| 
Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois. = 

elf] 
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Defense from air attack for our cities—The Nike, a new guided missile.



teaching —how not chek 

Perhaps the prime function of a state university such as Wisconsin is the 
instruction given the student body—not the research done by the faculty. There- 
fore the faculty should be primarily teachers! 

There is some variety in the quality of instruction given students in the 
engineering college. Most instructors, whether graduate assistants or full pro- 
fessors, thoroughly know the material to be taught. But there may well be ways, 
other than those now used, for them to improve their teaching technique. 

Though the student assumedly has already developed his interests when at 
the secondary education level, in actual fact he often has not. He needs to be 
taught with the best of teaching methods. 

An interesting contrast with this situation is that found in the field of sec- 
ondary education. There graduates who become teachers have the knowledge on 
how to present the facts, but are often not well enough acquainted with the sub- 
ject matter itself. The obvious remedy in this case is for the teacher to take 
courses related to the subjects he plans to teach. 

Then doesn’t just the opposite remedy apply to engineering instructors? 
Shouldn't they logically take courses in how to teach—how to have an effective 
“classroom manner” which brings out the best in the student? They might in 
such a course be shown why they should become good speakers, as opposed to 
understandable talkers. They could be shown the advantages of gaining the re- 
spect of the student—that the student would work harder and be prompter in 
turning in his work if he were afraid of incurring the wrath of the instructor. 
He would learn that the telling of anecdotes to illustrate an idea will often drive 
the point home. 

This brings up another point often mentioned. This is that teachers invari- 
ably make better ones if they've got some practical experience behind them. 
Then they can see what material should be emphasized and can call on experi- 
ences to effectively illustrate a point. 

Perhaps a supplementary method of faculty training would be student 
appraisal. To make this idea work, students could be asked to compare their 
courses and tell why one was better than another. And they could be interviewed 
by a fellow student, with whom they might talk freely, to determine their peeves 
and praises concerning the teachers. 

There are several ideas here—some of them probably applicable. But per- 
haps the most important point to be considered is this: The job of training the 
instructor should be done by professionals—men in the Education School who 

. are familiar with the basic techniques of teaching. 
The argument finally boils down to this: Instructors need advice in how to 

teach to supplement their knowledge of what should be taught. After all, the 
student really has a lifetime of learning ahead of him, so the “teaching” he’s 
presented with during his four year stay in Madison must be correctly planned 
to insure that he gets a good start on a career. 

K. A. G, 
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Installing cast iron mechanical joint pipe across river at Salina, Kansas, for sewer main. 

When an installation, once completed, should be 7. eS od 

as trouble-proof as planning and materials can F Pog 

make it — engineers rely on cast iron pipe. It ee 

has high heam-strength, compressive-strength and se 4 

— ‘ : ss rT .ri—“iC ' 
shock-strength. Its effective resistance to corrosion F a g 

ensures long life, underground or underwater. a 

These are reasons why cast iron pipe is so widely ‘ 
) PIP y . 

used for water lines in tough terrain, pressure and * ~~ 2 

outfall sewers, river crossings, and encased piping _ _ | 
s ‘ rr 3 

in sewage treatment and water filtration plants. é es Se 1 

Cast Tron Pipe Research Association, Thos. F. i ae if 

Wolfe. Managing Director, 122 So. Michigan Ave., This 123-year-old cast iron water main is still in use in 

Chicago 3, HI. ® the distribution system of St. Louis, Mo. 

| JIE a CENTURIES 
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EXCESS HYDROCHLORIC ACID is put to work in this catalyst plant of the 
Morton Salt Company at Weeks Island, Louisiana. The acid is used in a 
process developed by a Standard Oil scientist to produce a top-quality catalyst. 

This story starts with a child’s sandpile and a the Bay Chemical Company, a salt cake pro- 
scientist’s curiosity. It ends eight years later ducer which, at times, had difficulty marketing 
with a new top-quality catalyst—the result of hydrochloric acid—a co-product of salt cake. 
a scientist’s ingenuity. The Bay Company, of Weeks Island, Louisi- 

One day a Standard Oil chemist took home ana, now merged with Morton Salt Company, 
some granular blast furnace slag from a neigh- became interested in the new catalyst and 
boring steel mill for his children’s sandpile. built a plant with the aid of Standard Oil sci- 

Suspecting that it had properties of potential entists. The output of this plant is a top- 
value, he took a pailful back to his quarters quality catalyst with unlimited new sources 

in the Whiting Laboratory the next day. of raw materials. 
‘Treating the slag with hydrochloric acid and This is only one example of what Standard 

then drying it in an oven produced 30 cc’s of Oil scientists accomplish in an atmosphere of 
powder that proved to be an effective and independent research. In our constantly ex- 
active catalyst. However, commercial produc- panding laboratories, our scientists are free to 

tion of the catalyst was uneconomic because investigate and pursue ideas, for Standard Oil 

of the market price of hydrochloric acid. To knows that one of a scientist’s greatest assets 

overcome this obstacle, Standard Oil contacted is his curiosity. 

Standard Oil Company __ (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois : 
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A LL f Ll § © oe Engineers Pioneer 

c Power Plant Development 

ere — 

ee ae’ r . 

4 < = oe ee : 

ee “ee +) C—O — GEORGE D. KEMP, who received his B.S. in Mechanical Engineer- 
 § 2 —. ing from Colorado A. and M, last June, is shown recording data 

yO ce > === = em the engineering log sheet from the industrial TV screen in the VTO test 
5 Ay _ << i i .@.} 7 | ~}= cell. George—now in the Test Operctions group in the Experimental Test 

> eg we 2 Section at Allison—is working on the T40 turbo-prop engine which powers 

yy ——s—~—O—sOs—SC the Convair XFY-1 and the Lockheed X!'V-1 vertical take-off circraft. 
a& wt ERE : pe . 

@ Early in ’51, Allison undertook the power plant de- ciprocating engines to one (shown above) capable of 

velopment for vertical take-off airplanes following the accommodating VTO engines in the various positions 

Navy’s request for a high-power, low-weight turbine from horizontal to vertical. With the huge 72,000 pound 

engine which could be adapted to vertical operation. tunnel completely enclosing the engine and propeller, 

With modifications, the Allison T40 turbo-prop a television was installed in the control room so engine 

engine—with its extremely high power-to-weight-ratio operation could be observed in any tunnel position. 

—was selected to do the job. The vertical operation The VTO power plant project is typical of the 

necessitated basic design changes, such as changing variety of challenging problems handled by the Alli- 

the oil system so it would function in both vertical and son Engineering staff. And, because it is continually 

horizontal positions. Too, it was necessary to modify pioneering in advanced engineering developments, 

the reduction gear, giving a higher propeller RPM Allison needs additional technically trained men, espe- 

and increased thrust. And, with the specially designed cially young graduate engineers. Why not plan now 

propellers required by the VTOs, the control system for your engineering career at Allison. Write for in- 

was redesigned. formation: 

Then, to test the engine, a radically new test stand R. G. GREENWOOD, Engineering College Contact, 

was designed and built. Allison engineers converted ALLISON DIVISION, General Motors Corporation, 

a test stand previously used for low horsepower re- Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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COMMAND PERFORMANCE... whole business of automatic control is growing so 
5 2 fast and changing so rapidly that basic terminology 

This Servo-motor 3s a. ce Sonenold te and concepts have not yet. been settled. 
ate a. ya “hal one an i dev a8 ode? 2 Sat - So these men of science and industry look to 
oul lak Perret onic tl evices; Modern Indusury America’s all-seeing, all-hearing and reporting Inter- 
could not tuncuon eliciently,. Communications System for news of the needs and of 

Servo-motors are the slaves that carry out the . A . the new in their field. 
commands of servo-mechanisms . . . the workhorse 
and watchdog combination of today’s automatic con- THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 
trol systems. In industry they provide the precision 

needed for machining propellers . . . the uniformity Complete communication is the function, the unique 
necessary in the processing of food, chemicals and contribution of the American business press ...a 
petroleum . . . the phenomenal speed and efficiency great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 
required in electronic computing systems . . . and the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 
the control requirements of hundreds of industrial age better, research better, sell better, buy better. 
and military applications. 

COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS... = 
MIND-MADZ MIRACLE... Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying 
How many men worked out this miracle of precise the fundamentals of your specialty bear the McGraw- 
control of power and movement? Physicists and en- Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the world’s largest 
gineers supplied theories... technicians and designers _ publisher of scientific and technical works. 
developed them . . . chemists, metallurgists, machin- After you leave school, you will want to keep 
ists . . . these and scores of others worked their abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 
splendid best. But how did they know how? Not just Then one of McGraw-Hill’s many business magazines 
from what they learned in school . . . or from their will provide current information that will help you 
immediate associates. For, while these helped, this in your job. 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. Sat 
Peers 

CAT 
App 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. ETO 

Se SS 
HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION 
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6G 29 The “SMITH-way 
by James R. Bley 

1954 PRIZE WINNING PAPER ON MATERIALS HANDLING IN 

THE SILENT HOIST & CRANE COMPANY CONTEST. (See Page 31) 

The problem of material handling has been with us the time and effort involved to a minimum, giving the 

since the birth of mankind. For centuries materials have _ best possible efficiency, lowest cost, and greatest speed. 

been transported by manual labor, beasts of burden, 
or wheeled carriers. The advent of the simple wheel The A. O. Smith Corporation 
alone opened the door to unlimited possibilities in de- In order to show how the problem of material han- 
velopment. Just 23 years ago, the Elwell Parker Com- dling as applied to transportation is coped with in 
pany of Cleveland, Ohio, put powered-fork trucks on — yodern industry, this paper will concern itself with the 
a dock in Boston to move granite tombstones shipped plant of the A. O. Smith Corporation of Milwaukee, 

down from Barre, Vermont. The moving of these stones Wisconsin, This plant produces a variety of products 

was the beginning of applied engineering in the han- such as automotive frames, control arms, bomb casing, 
dling of materials according to Ezra W. Clark, a well pipe, water heaters, frit, and steel storage bins. The 

known material handling consultant from Battle Creek,  jyain plant has a perimeter of two miles and covers an 

Michigan. area of 125.6 acres. Because of the diversity and volume 
The field of material handling is relatively new as of products produced by the A. O. Smith Corporation, 

applied by the engineering profession. Material han- discussion of their procedures will give a concrete 
dling engineers have a wide and varied conception as example of the transportation aspects of material han- 

to just what is included under the heading of “Material dling. 

Handling.” To some it includes only the movement of The A. O. Smith Corporation plant is bisected by 
materials between production processes within a plant; one of the main lines of the Milwaukee Railroad. A 
to others it is all material handling, including storage,  petwork of tracks and sidings in the center of the plant 
receiving, and shipping; and still others include the buildings provides highly accessible facilities for ship- 
associated movements of the personnel connected with . 

the handling of the material. Each in its own right is pgummgrmecsmme: ssi: tae-»- seenigeagerscugay 

valid in its conception of material handling. James Pa oes eae ie —_—. 
Bright, editor of the magazine Modern Material Han- ge | fa al 4 

| dling, defines material handling on a basis that is valid je ye ect : - . 4 . 
for any conception of the term. His definition is as fol- 2° (V———_—!—_ pees e — 

| lows: “Material Handling is the creation of time and es =e ——————— = Ss 

place utility in a material. 1 ee EE 

The three basic clements of any material handling Fee NN IC ete ; : . CMe bettes 2 WON FZ ae 
problem are safety, time, and effort. Safety of person- 7 a : =. \ WS a cs 

nel and product are the most important. Damaged prod- §f}7° yg aes AN AWS OF RO 
ucts are costly to a company not only in dollars and al \ NY Se oe 
cents, but in customer prestige as well. Injuries to per- i : 2 SS we. ae 

sonnel represent not only a great loss in human wel- teeeaGMyPE y= 2 a Sa oN Ce 
fare, but also losses in man-hours and higher insur- | Ce = — \ os INA Ne aoe) 

ance rates. Time and effort, whether human or mechan- Rea oe 3 \ Ae BOSS 
ical, must be kept at a minimum. The ultimate goal of hme wae BIN SES 

material handling engineers everywhere is to reduce Figure 1. 
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ping and receiving. The corporation operates its own Qo 

switch engine to insure proper and timely location of \ VA i 
the railroad cars for loading and unloading. WAN VAY 4 

The pipe shop works on a three shift basis, produc- ‘ \ VAN 9 
ing 100 carloads of pipe per day. Tracks from the main oe AA e 

yard run into the pipe shop for immediate loading of AAA f} 
the pipe from the production line. (See Figure 1). The AA yj oO 
pipe is handled by two overhead cranes, and an extra x ’ 
crane is provided in case of breakdown. Working with AN \ . 
each crane operator are five men. Two of these men WS Lf 4 
hook the pipe to the crane as the pipe comes off the C wd \ 
production line from final inspection. When the crane N 4 

sets the pipe down on the railroad cars, the other three mG: i] 
men unhook and strap the pipe in place. The two Sg =o a ah | iy 
cranes and 10 men can load 30 to 35 carloads weigh- a e ii 4 : _ PA 
ing more than 50,000 Ib. in a normal eight hour shift. ggg Bi ali, yo HF f 

The track inside the pipe shop provides space for [a¢Aiegye sy ipl ae ee ee : 

ten standard gondolas at one time. The sides of each Dit); agg Ss ! 

gondola are blocked out so that there can be no side ae LHL, » Bt Me Sige 

slipping of the pipe. The pipe is strapped in place on [Raw eg see \/ ate tr a ise 
the gondolas by six steel straps, which are power fed / as [Hs tl ne ‘ ae a ita 

and machine cut. The straps are 14 in. wide and 0.035 > 7, See ae ee vie ee i i o 

in. thick giving a maximum of strength with a mini- \ 1% ag PN ee 
mum of material. There is no need for end blocking, = eel SA i y 

since the outward pressure of the pipe on the straps \ a Lo) Zn, \ 
and side blocks prevent end motion. The three-man Figure 2 

loading gang know the respective loading requirements , 

for each size pipe and proceed accordingly. the frames are loaded, long lengths of wood are placed 
over their lowest crossbar. These lengths of wood are 

Automotive Frames then bolted to the floor. Along the front and back of 
A. O. Smith ships on the average 5,000 complete each gondola are end supports. (See Figure 3).. The 

frames for trucks and automobiles per day. All frame frames are further secured by strapping to the sup- 
customers insist on a definite number of frames to be ports. The gondolas are built for definite frame sizes 
on hand at all times. To meet this special request of and are not interchangeable. 
their customers, A. O. Smith must provide storage for The loading crew consists of 11 gangs of five men 
a large number of frames besides handling the frames each. The crew employs the use of six hi-low trucks 
for shipment. and five mobile cranes. This crew can load 66 gondolas 

The frames are stored outdoors on large concrete every 24 hours. In addition to loading, the crew stock- 
platforms with wooden spacers placed between them. piles the frames. 
The wooden spacers are necessary to keep the frames . 
level and to prevent sliding. They also enable the use Frit 

of hi-masted, hi-low trucks to move and pile the frames Frit is glass in a coarse, irregular granular form. It 
without the use of pallets or bundling. These trucks is made and used by the A. O. Smith Corporation to 
pick up the frames after painting in the shop in groups glass coat steel. Frit is made by pouring molten glass 
of 8 to 12 frames per load. The wooden spacers pro- at a temperature of 2,000° F. into a bath of cold water. 
vide a highly stable and strong pile, enabling the truck Steel will combine with Frit under certain conditions. 

drivers to move and pile the frames in storage without A. O. Smith is famous the world over for its glass lined 

outside assistance. pipe and vessels. Besides making Frit for its own use, 

The hi-low trucks that stockpile the frames deliver it sells this material to other manufacturers, and one 

them to a siding in the rear of the frame shop for ship- | Canadian customer uses a large percentage of the Frit 

ping. These trucks deposit the frames on a dolly beside manufactured. The selling of Frit presents a problem 

the gondola that is to be loaded; the frames are then of packaging and shipping the material to distant 
picked up by small, mobile yard cranes and deposited customers. 

upright with their wide ends down on the gondola The problem of packaging Frit was not a simple one 
floor. (See Figure 2). The wide end of the frames fit to cope with. The glass particles must be entirely free 

into special pockets provided on the floor. Each gon- from dust or impurities to be useable. Frit is packaged 

dola has rows of bolts properly spaced between the for shipping in air-tight paper bags and light-weight 
pockets on its floor. Forty-four to 134 frames are placed — wooden. pallets that are paper faced on both the top 

on each gondola, depending upon the frame size. Once (Continued on page 40) 
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by Norman J. Petersen, ¢’55 

Every glass of water you drink, the waste disposal vA ; eC ae 
system of your community, the confidence you feel in - 4 ae 4 
the purity of the foods you buy: these are the products oe ' Te a 
of sanitary enginecring. Yet all too few people are : ce : oe a4 
aware of the presence of this profession. Even students s ee 

on — eto oe of engineering may complete their college training oo 
without considering or even hearing of sanitary engi- Fo ee aces aaa be 
neering. Let us then take a closer look at this field. pte ee agen Sat eager ok at thi pie: ed 

As long as there has been a need for drinking water Fe iS pa ~~ 
and a need for disposing of wastes, there have been Se a4 

sanitary engineers in some form. Even today over half sor _ i eee 
of the sanitary engineers are employed in connection a Sey ae = | 
with water supply and waste disposal. The remainder ae = ft ee 
of the group has gone into fields of public health, in- Coe GS oS Beak 
dustrial hygiene, and environmental sanitation. It is foe Seo ee ah 

this group that has broadened the field to take in prob- , ” —_— 
lems of industrial waste treatment, milk and food sani- A 3,000,000 gallon water supply standpipe 
aE dt and. rodent ‘control. atie: THuti and south of Lake Monona. In the distance are tation, pest and rodent control, stream pollution, and Lake Monona, the Isthmus on which the cen- 
industrial sanitation which includes air pollution. The tral part of Madison is located, and Lake Men- 
50 per cent concerned with sewerage and water supply dota. 
work at designing and improving water and sewage 

cheek . . ¢ DISTRIBUTION, BY ACTIVITY systems, supplying an adequate and pure supply o Activity Percent 
water, and reducing health-endangering sewage to a public health .......... i a) 
harmless state. The problems of the sanitary engineer Designing ..............0cccccceeeeecececeeeceees 18.6 
then are unique and varied, and few can be solved-by ~Gonsulting ...6..... 0.60 e cece eee eee eee 15S 
purely mechanical means. Municipal . Pee eee eee eee n eee e eens 13.1 

. . . . . . Plant operation 2.02.0... 0. ccc cece eee ee eee eee OL 
An analysis of the sanitary engineering profession by Teaching and training .........0.0.....20ee eee eee 4S 

a government committee in 1950 shows in clearcut fig- Construction and maintenance ...........0.000e0ee2. 38 
ures what the sanitary engineers in the U.S. are doing Sales ......... 00.0.0. c cece cece ee eee ee ee en ees 2.8 
and for whom they are working. ReSC0KCN) wiasscan ws ages a0 wa rece women ia IO) 

. . og Testing and analysis ....... 0.0.06 c cece eee cece eee 3 The following table is a breakdown into types of  fditorial Deb b brett tbe bbb bbb 2 
activity. OS | 

| Fetal sovccs o cs wocaum seewee ee ma aeese ve cases TOO0 
| Madison’s Nine Springs sewerage treatment plant. On the el 

left are the large trickling filter beds; and on the right, sedi- . 
mentation tanks, aeration tanks, and circular settling tanks. The report further shows the following breakdown 

eee <piisnancmten —_ ' into types of employment. 
: ee i eae NE: ocho Sea ly cate ‘ 

OE. i : ie Sone ee EL Ly DISTRIBUTION, BY TYPE OF EMPLOYMENT 
aes ae Le = T I Pere a ee i MO tne a Type of employment ercent 

Ae a ge LP Ga oe FP’ Consulting firm ........... 0c ccc e eee eee eee eeeees 29,0 
or tes pss Se pee =< Publi¢e health @g6H6Y! sesso sowevawen oy eevee me meee DOT 

ee ae ci ath g oS 2 Py Public works agency ... 0.0.0.0. 000 c eee eee eee eee 23.6 
poe OG 8 ’ Ge oa. Ividuistrial: @OHU@R os acusa ve ox esawsen os xawas meee «6 BD 
eas Me oe > f aoe ap § Academic institution .........0.0.000.c cece eee eeees BO 
eee SS oe — OE? is cosas os os pee Se SR Sm eeees aes BB 

i ee Se <a (fy DP ie _ 
Sa 7 LP, LF. TOG cece we HOMES we OEE Les a ceene 1000 

Gh a ST OBO Moe. a a 
eR re g's sn, 0 ie aes SF 4 S . . 2 Veg SP LE, BSS OS Siti SS oe In the past a large proportion of sanitary engineers 

oe. LL : tod a) Cc == were civil engineers who had no formal training in 
= ga _ —— _ oS sanitary work, but rather acquired their knowledge of 

Loe " oo ee + aS ~ i. nal _ : — oS = aoe (Continued on page 32) 
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ENGINEERING CURRICULUM? 
by Aristotle A. Alexander, c’56 

The University of Wisconsin at present does not offer Functions of the Industrial Engineer training in one of the most important phases of engi- . : F « 
neering. There are both rae and ficlty members al Engineering has: been defined as the art 
in the University who feel that a serious omission ex- and scence of getting work: done: oo ener 
ists, and that the graduate who wishes to go into the "°C" P' ertorm an essential Sepwice for manufacturing 
management field of engineering is under a definite and other industries in planning and establishing fie handicap. manufacture of new products, controlling and reducing 

The purpose of this report is to develop a curriculum the cost of existing operations, making special surveys 
in Industrial Engineering which will give the necessary and economic studies for management, a SUDSEYISTOe 
training, and to point out why such a program is nec- and managing plants and departments. 2 le nape find essary. himself concerned with purchasing, personnel, inspec- 

The curriculum is proposed to give the Wisconsin Hon, quality control, stores; shipping and receiving, graduate an equal opportunity which he is not now materials control, production planning, plant operations 
afforded, It applies only to the University of Wisconsin and organization, product design, training, materials 

since it is made up of courses which are already being handling, production equipment development, co- taught on the campus. ordination of manufacturing, cost control, plant loca- 
tion, expansion, and construction. His place is at the 

The Present System center of the industrial production process, and he is 
concerned with all the factors of production. 

In proposing an Industrial Engineering curriculum 
for the University of Wisconsin the present system must 25.3 
first be evaluated. Schools such as the University of Course Criteria 
Minnesota, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Uni- Using the above principles as a basis, courses were 
versity of Purdue, and others, offer full programs in In- chosen from the University of Wisconsin Bulletins 
dustrial Engineering. The only provisions the Univer- which would provide training in these fields. These 
sity of Wisconsin makes for those interested are a Me- were then incorporated into the complete curriculum 
chanical Engineering option consisting of three courses, so as to avoid additional administrative problems in 
and any other related courses which are offered by setting up new courses. The program then resolves it- 
other departments on the campus. self into being accepted in order to be offered. 

Under this system, the courses a student can acquire 
in addition to his regular program are so few that they Considerations in the Curriculum 
do not provide a basis for competition in the field. 
By instituting all the associated courses presently Since an industrial engineer needs more than just a 
offered on the campus into one separate and distinct technical education, courses were chosen from depart- 
curriculum, the necessary training can be given. ments throughout the university. However, general 

engineering was used as the basis. It is obvious that 
The Importance of Industrial Engineering there are other courses not included in the program 

which would be of value to the Industrial Engineer. 
This training is as important to industry as any other Time and credit considerations, however, restrict the phase of engineering. In the last fifteen years Indus- curriculum to those courses which will give the best 

trial Engineering has expanded to the point where it is overall background in the work with which the gradu- now, ‘ . . an increasingly important technical func- ate will be immediately concerned. 

et ae ‘i. hel phony andl aniiytiea Ieee The courses are exactly those which aie listed in the 
Since the-need dor Industrial Baglneets invades’ ak a Bulletins, with the exception that courses which are 

greater rate than does the size of the industry, there is = Alford, S. P., Principles of Industrial Management for Engi- 
no immediate limit to the expansion of the field. neers, The Ronald Press, New York, 1940, preface. 

: ‘University of Minnesota, Bulletin of the Institute of Tech- 
7 Dageet, R. L., Industrial Engineering, Wisconsin Engineer, nology, Minneapolis, Minn., June 22, 1950, p. 63. April, 1954, p. 54. (Continued on page 58) 
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A Big Name In Light Weights 

by James Selle, Met’56 

The ever increasing need for strong, light weight type of alloying elements used. These properties are 

products has resulted in a great demand for magne- _ responsible for the major uses of magnesium in the 

sium. This relatively new industrial metal has certain transportation industry, with the aircraft industry in 

advantages which have been exploited very well in the _ particular. The light weight and high strength combine 

past, but in order that the metal is used to the most to reduce operating costs, give greater payloads, and 

advantage, it is best to understand its advantages and in many cases enable higher operating specifications to 

limitations. be obtained. 

The history of magnesium dates back to 1808, when mp. scien 

Sir Humphrey Davy established the fact that magne- | _ \ al allah er 

sium oxide was the oxide of a new metal. Twenty years ——— gue ee A ae 4 ee 

later, a Frenchman by the name of Bussy isolated the | . =n ge wh i . / a a 

metal by fusing MgCl, with metallic sodium, and in eC ae pel ge Ba) ee te Li: 

1833, Michael Faraday founded the modern day | 2 Vi | is a ie a 5 

method of producing magnesium electrolytically. Al # | a So “ee 

though commercial production was attempted in Ger- ae a : ee. 

many in 1866, American companies did not start pro- oe hae ia a = We! 

duction until World War I. Production fell off after the aA y é ce ie 

war, and it was not until World War II that the stra- aS fz us eal 

tegic importance of the metal was recognized. Its im- fo —- i] yo te 

portance has come about through its use as an airplane & yo " ne Ps eat 

material, and the production of magnesium has kept in » 6 y a of : ie Pa 

line with airplane production. Magnesium has found § i : . 4 gq 1 : a 

many uses in industry, and with proper designing and Py > a : a nd 7 ’ 

handling, it shows promise of even wider application. me 7 y 

Certain inherent advantages of magnesium make it rk r — i 

useful to nearly every industry, and probably the most ee dl j i ») tec, " 

important advantage is that it is available in unlim- yf FF ct a. 

ited quantities. Seawater, which contains about 0.13% el ' ak Ei Wr 

magnesium is probably the most important, but not the | eg i . ! i x 

only source of the metal. Other sources are under- i EF i 

water natural brines, and certain ores such as dolomite, ty . : if | 

magnesite, and carnallite. s Za Se 

The most important physical property that magne- > reas 

sium has is its light weight. It has a density of 1.74 meet Se Pistol Courtesy Dow! Magasiiams 

gm,‘cm® or 0.0628 Ibs/in*®, which combined with yield Typical of advances being made in the magnesium industry 

strengths varying from 12,000-44,000 psi, and tensile is the installation in the Dow Chemical Company’s Madison 

strengths varying from 20,000-55,000 psi gives the metal wane ke quedem tee eee poem ant wate 
and its alloys a very high strength to weight ratio. The  jngots and processes them into sheet magnesium for further 

exact properties obtainable depends on the amount and ___ reduction or into plate. 
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The materials handling industry has taken to magne- 7 
sium for this same reason. It is easier to handle, and as ” 
a result the efficiency of workers is increased because 
of less fatigue. Many portable items are being made 
of magnesium, as are housings of various kinds. In this | ry 
application, however, the strength is not needed be- 4 pis, | 
cause the covering is seldom part of the working struc- an ( ad 
ture. In many cases, the use of magnesium enables a co a 
cheaper design because of the simplicity that can be cs fo | baad C 
obtained by using fewer ribs and stiffeners. Lg 1 y 

It is in the aircraft industry that magnesium finds its » | hs ne wer 
greatest use. It is used for landing wheels, engine parts, -- ey "ee 
gearbox housings, flooring, airframes, and turrets. The ; is i < oe a 

maximum weight of the B-36D bomber is 358,000 nd a \ae 
pounds, of which about 20,000 pounds are magnesium. | od ie Ne 
About 25% of the Sikorsky $-55 helicopter is magne- j a a of ye 
sium. Broken down still further this means that 400 se A ae eo ait , 
pounds of castings of 90 different parts, and about 700 ee ge oe , Eo pert \\ i i 
pounds of sheet and extrusions are used. Wide use is ennago ee 4 A al “ x 
made in aircraft, but these are just a few examples. bess py <e : a ie Be e eS as 

Magnesium can be subjected to practically all proc- a i heel fd Bo Pe 
esses of fabrication such as casting, extruding, rolling, 7 oi seen 
forging, welding, and forming, with relative ease. By 5 : . ; ; 
this versatility, fabricating costs can usually be reduced é, Continuous:casting, units:provide: the: rolling: and ‘ex- 

" rusion ingots. Each alloy has its own “dummy” on 
considerably. which new metal is cast. The alloy department crew is 

The machinability of magnesium is excellent. With ee aslo Alloy Zand lowering) # mew dummy “tite 
free cutting brass rated as 100, magnesium and its 

allgs me ened at ala 5). i lightness aud strength free cutting action which gives well broken chips that 
enter into the picture again by removing machine vibra- : ’ 

. . : do not clog the cutting tools, or the machine. 
tion. Increased speeds and feeds are possible, and yet, 
a good surface finish is produced. This results from a Coolants are not necessary to eliminate excessive 

tool wear, and yet, a leading automobile manufacturer 

. has noted that cutting tools last 3 to 10 times longer on 

_ a As | magnesium than they do on aluminum under the same 
— : . . 

: : : Bo conditions. Tap life has been increased 10 to 15 times 

_ a 7 : : fF on die castings that have been changed to magnesium. 

|. ae — ame c - | Another saving is illustrated by the fact that high speed 

: | 7 - a ao E it cutting tools can be used on magnesium, and have a 
| ae oS Br ae life equal to carbides when used on other metals. 

i _ Co a 2 ee : Other properties of magnesium which make it useful 

_ _» & Jae a fy ] are that it is non-magnetic and non-sparking; it absorbs 
i ‘ —— Ae 2) hw | elastic energy; it possesses excellent hot drawability; 

: Gi on » c Lia and it has a certain amount of electrical resistivity. 

eo i oe - f The negative side of the picture must be analyzed so 

Lice 7 hes ( ed in a that the wrong conclusions are not drawn about mag- 
ha ¥ A Ee nesium. There are certain disadvantages to magnesium 

( of y eae Ce and its alloys which limit their use. Proper recognition 
7 i] } iA \ he j ol of these disadvantages will make it possible to specify 

: ru : | < hod a this metal for proper application. 

a a _- lo The ductility is very low, so that cold working is very 

i / 3. limited. Only simple rolling and bending operations 
\ 4 —ee can be performed without fracture, as the per cent 

elongation of magnesium in the annealed condition is 
only about 16%. Ductility is even lower in sand cast or 
hard rolled magnesium, and is not improved by alloy- 
ing. Therefore the reduction must be done at tempera- 

Lightweight magnesium means durable, easily portable 
ladders around the house and in the shop. (Continued on page 32) 
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\ To those interested in advanced academic / 

\ study while associated with important research and / 
\ development in industry, Hughes offers 4 

~ A tivo separate practical programs : Y a 

N a 
~ = ~ 

~~ —_— 

SS See a ee 
On an ne 

| A program to assist outstanding | Eligible for these Fellowships are 
individuals in studying for the | those who have completed one year 
Master of Science Degree while of graduate study in physics or 

| employed in industry and making | engineering. Successful candidates HUGHE! | : woes THE | e S. : 
contributions to important military must qualify for graduate standing 
work. Open to students who will at the California Institute of Tech- 

| | receive the B.S. degree in Electrical | nology for study toward the degree 
| COOPERATIVE Enguncering: Pye ot Mechanical HOWARD | of Doctor of Philosophy or post- 
| Engineering during the coming loctoral work. Fellows may pursuc 
| | year, and to members of the Armed | graduate research in the fields of 

Services honorably discharged and physics or engineering. During 
FELLOWSHIP | _ holding such B.S. degrees. HUGHES | summers they will work fall time 

| Candidates must meet entrance | mn the Hughes Laboratories am 
requirements for advanced study association with scientists and engi- 

PROGRAM | at the University of California | FELLOWSHIPS | Decrsin their fields. 
| at Los Angeles or the University | Each appointment is for twelve 

of Southern California. Participants months and provides a cash award 
| will work full time during the | of not less than $2,000, a salary of 
| summer in the Hughes Laboratories 3 | not less than $2,500, and $1,500 for 

for and 25 hours per week while pur- in tuition and research expenses. A 
| suing a halftime schedule of | suitable adjustment is made when Ss y 

Master of | graduate study at the university. Science | financial responsibilities of the Fel- 
. Salary is commensurate with the low might otherwise preclude par- 

Science |! individual’s ability and experience. and | coining {rol v outside the Southern | Tuition, admission fees and books ning from outside te soutne! 

\ Degrees | fot universicy attendance are pro- Engineering | California area provision is made 

s vided. Provision is made to assist in ° for moving and transportation 
| paying travel and moving expenses | expenses. 
| from outside Southern California. | 

i 1 
| | for the Howard Hughes Fellowships in | 
| for the Hughes Cooperative Fellowship | Science and Engineering: Address all | 

HOW TO APPLY | Program: Address all correspondence HOW TO APPLY correspondence to the Howard Hughes 
to the Committee for Graduate Study | Fellowship Committee 

fy ~-.* iy oF i fa a. 

ae (ast lings BR : 7 peer = ret Ron ‘nite yg i 008 wa, _~ oa or ss PS eae 
nace ek fe Pl eer eS. : : =f ae be 

Sao HF oat ee . and a eee 
University of Southern California University of California at Los Angeles. = ee California Institute of Technology 

_ ~ 
a ~N 

7 N\ 
/ \ / HUGHES 

{ RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT } 

\ LABORATORIES / 

x Culver City, Los Angeles County, California 

ay 7 
Sy we 

Sag et ~ Le 
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SMALLMAN W In 1888, the aluminum industry consisted of one company— 
located in an unimpressive little building on the east side of 

STREET Pittsburgh. It was called The Pittsburgh Reduction Company. 
The men of this company had real engineering abilities and 
viewed the work to be done with an imagineering eye. But 

they were much more than that. They were pioneers... 
leaders . . . men of vision. 

A lot has happened since 1888. The country... the 
company ... and the industry have grown up. Ten new 
territories have become states, for one thing. The total 

industry now employs more than 1,000,000 people— 

and the little outfit on Smallman Street? Well, it’s a lot 

bigger, too—and the name has been changed to Alcoa. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA ... but it’s still the 
leader—still the place for engineering “firsts”. 

As you prepare to trade textbooks for a position in 

4 SS, industry, consider the advantages of joining a 
y eH & , yd dynamic company like Alcoa—for real job stability 

Ying = s* Ny and pleasant working conditions—where good 
fay) sss Ba \Q -men move up fast through their association with 

J yy iy. Ie 22 ah the recognized leaders in the aluminum industry. 

[Ss hin i eee 
SSS), Hae, SSS 4 , 

Aicoo's new SEES TG 7 Se NS ——— 
aluminum office DSSS Ss gg WSS: nae pil 
nuiding Soy. iy Sco ccs 

Re y yy ss << REED Salata) itt alae 
PS Wu i77 ee reaper 
SSS yy CS SR ceria By, hs 

4 >see WU, eS a a RIG 1) Ras Nase 
Pa, 7) | eS RS we . feta, Gaede, Ce “SSS, We have fine positions for college graduate 
ba ~e. * Mg is a a i‘ oS LS. engineers—in our plants, sales offices and 

~~ VAAL? Ay Pet sss research laboratories from coast to coast. 
: “iy a sd iy 7 ‘ of > Sa Pa YS el These are positions of responsibility in 

- “Sa ae a LIS Ke »&& SN production supervision, plant and design 
a : > % i ay Ce engineering, industrial research or sales 

: me > | ff}. eT oy) engineering. Right now it may be 
: > > SANK! quicker than you think from a seat in 

yf yy y oy f ~ . aly x, ~ eX) the classroom to your career with 

a7 yi mat 2 a Ty Tae tS Alcoa. Why not find out? 
‘rK Ff 7 oN VS LAO . 7 “7a ~~ A awh) Your Placement Director will be 

oy ee } La a, > wy” TA) glad to make an appointment for 
a y | i i | i Sey SN you with our personnel represent- 

J i 1 — e A hy ative. Or just send us an applica- 

a: a SS yi Ay tion yourself. ALuminum 

var me BW OL or oF Attensca, 1825 
va! pot oo iw ty & ma Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

/ a |. Ss ~~ & sk 

4 i i et, ws <¥ M4 

i al IT Re : — “i ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA 
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How the Bomb was Developed— 

and How it Probably is Put Together 

This article is composed of the essential parts of a translation enormous energy. One gram (one thirtieth of an ounce ) 

of an unsigned article entitled “Bombe H” in the French maga- of uranium atoms, completely fissioned, would liberate 
ane tomes for November, Lbs. “The illustrations are used 9 X 10" ergs of energy, equivalent to 23,000 kw-hr., 

through the:courtesy of the/Canital Times, or to the heat from burning 5400 Ib. of carbon. The 
production of surplus neutrons insures continuance of 

From the official U. S. “Smyth Report” it is known — the explosive reaction in the bomb if the mass of ura- 

that conventional atom bombs are really nuclear fission nium or plutonium is large enough so that at least one 

bombs, in the sense that the nucleus of an atom of nat- of the evolved neutrons strikes another uranium nu- 
ural uranium-235 or of the artificial element plutonium- cleus before it escapes from the surface, and so on in a 

239, when hit by a neutron (an uncharged particle of useful series. 
mass always existing in adequate numbers in the earth’s Hence a small mass of U*** is safe; the explosion 

atmosphere), will break into fragments and produce occurs when two safe, subcritical masses are joined to- 

two or more neutrons. The total weight of all the re- gether into one weighing (it is estimated) between 20 
sulting particles is less than the mass of the original and 45 Ib. The reaction is practically instantaneous; 

atom, and the missing weight has been converted into within a half-millionth of a second the mass is blown 
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far apart so reaction ceases; efficiency is thus deplor- about two thirds of the deuterium atoms in the gas dis- 

ably low, being on the order of 1%. place the hydrogen atoms in the light water, and so 
enrich the liquid in “heavy” water. Since 1941 this re- 

Fusion Bomb action is believed to have been used on a large indus- 
. . : trial scale in America. Water trickles down a tower 
Compr iron the heaviest of the elements:to ais ght. through a powder metal catalyst, counter current to a 

est and we have the possibility of another series of mixture of hydrogen gas and very hot steam. The en- 
nuclear reactions similar to that which energizes the sun iched gas reaching:thecend of a series of toovers in Bae. 

and the stars--the fusion of four atoms of hydrogen into cade is then completely electrolyzed and the enriched 
one atom of helium which weighs 99.3% of the original hydrogen gae inti duced again af the bottom of the 

constihients; the: rest EMEIBER (AS ENSEE YS Since 0.091% tower—and so around and around until the desired con- 
of the uranium mass (in a 100% reaction) and 0.7% of centration of heavy hydrogen. has been, yeached 

the reacting hydrogen is converted to energy, a “hydro- : ‘As to even eeaien Gnepen HP called Gitiom io 
gen bomb” should be 7.5 times as powerful as a fission T-it can best be produced by. bombardin , lithium 
bomb, weight for weight. Reaction between atoms of (,Li?) with centers in an atomic pile . (This dlement 
ordinary hydrogen requires very high temperatures and occurs naturally, comprising 7.5% ee metallic lithium 
pressures, such as exist in the centers of stars (and at and it is annecessaty ne separate the two isotopes. ) The 
the focus of a fission bomb), but is very slow, requiring tritium gas so obtained may escape as such a ie col- 

millions of years. On the other hand, fusion of the lected, or remain dissolved in the metal as gas, or com- 
heavier isotopes of hydrogen starts at much lower tem- bined as a hydride. After irradiation, the metal is dis- 
peratures and the reaction needs only a small fraction solved slowly in water, givine 6 half af ite Hiei ag 

of a second, as is shown by Hans Bethe in Scientific gas, and half remains combined as lithium hydroxide. 
American for March 1950. . The latter portion may be recovered by heating with 

Of the six possibilities of reaction between atoms of an alkaline metal. It is thought that the new Savannah 
hydrogen and its heavier isotopes deuterium ,H? and River plant of the U S, Atomic Commission is primarily 
tritium ,H*, the one which is the most significant to occupied with this prOcess: ~ " e 

bomb makers is At least ten other reactions which form tritium are 
iH? + ,H* = He? plus a neutron. known, but have not yet passed the laboratory stage. 

This can be set off fastest at a relatively low tempera- Tritium is unstable and has a half-life of about 12.5 

ture, and generates the equivalent of 20,000 kw-hr. of years, so it cannot be stockpiled for long. It decomposes 

energy for 1 g. of reacting substances. It is presumed into »He* and a beta ray (electron). 

that a fission bomb will supply the required tempera- 

ture and pressure to start the reaction. Furthermore, Hydrogen Bomb 

iil ; le ona a wana borab 5 limited a Assuming that a fission bomb should furnish the nec- itice ass a re is no theoretical limita- ° . 
font Fe diimomine of Sdn bouih dneeit cannot SAY heat to start the fusion of deuterium and tritium, 

react spontaneously at ordinary temperatures. But how . >yEY sates 

can a sufficient amount of these gases be made and 10 MILES LE] WESTCHESTER 
placed at the focus of the explosion? OE EOE es ho ce 

PATERSON“ YONKERiSs yp NEWS Production of Hydrogen Isotopes ° Ee ee RO HELLE- 
As to heavy hydrogen (,H*), it has been made since Cos 2 a POSS 

the 1930's in Norway as a byproduct of fertilizer, manu- fons OPASSAIC: BRON po 

factured by the synthesis of ammonia from its constitu- f. » . MANG BRONX sa 
ent gases. The hydrogen for this manufacture is de- NEW JERSEY a ae! § 
rived from water by electrolysis. Water is HO, and has [ A TIMES SO. I aS S 
in nature about one part heavy hydrogen (sometimes NEW. ARK. on ee Te * — Db 
called deuterium and symbolized as D) to about 6000 . Ost & ; LOULENS| et 
parts of normal or light hydrogen. The light hydrogen ELIZ ABETH A aed _— 4 
migrates to the anode at a faster rate than the heavy, i. i? ~~ eel z 
so the electrolyte becomes progressively enriched in : = BROOKLYN] ; y 
deuterium. In America, Urey and his associates (1932) if = ene? 
were able to enrich water by fractional distillation; the 4 EF “Pe 

light water boils out at 100° C. whereas pure heavy : re le ee 
water has a boiling point of 101.4° C. and density of RICHMO i Lo eS 

1.108. Sn 
At about the same time the Farkas brothers discov. 2.44 rT ATLANTIC OCEAN ~~~ 

ered that when ordinary hydrogen gas (a mixture of The circle of havoc which an H Bomb made over 
much H, with a little D,) is bubbled through water, New York City. 
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how can enough of these gases be brought near the ee 

focus of the trigger-explosion to be effective additions? — / -— 

Even if carried in steel cylinders, say at 200-atm. pres- Se rr tr 
sure, the amount would still be small. If liquified at oo 2 

—250° C. the problem of transportation in a sort of ee a. OO ees, 
ee i - 

thermos bottle would still be formidable. Mixtures of eal oO ae ER Eo 
heavy water and tritium water seem a more likely com- 2 a : 

bination; the oxygen would in fact give a useful inertia : - Pe ae. 
z 5 i ee 

effect in preventing the bomb from flying apart so rap- — wots ore 
idly. Likewise, the uranium or plutonium itself might / oe see es 

be pure hydride (half and half of ,H? and ,H*). 

ee ew i os 

Tiga iat aaaeeel Since “tampers” of high inertia are desirable to retain ‘ 
the reacting substances within the focus where reaction after the H Bomb mushroom has had time to rise to its full 
can continue for a few additional millionths of a sec- height, it looks something like this. 

ond, it has been suggested that a thick case of cobalt 
or a high-cobalt alloy be used for such a casing. This 

cobalt would capture an important fraction of the neu- measuring accurately the alpha, beta and gamma radia- 
trons liberated by the fission, instantaneously forming tion. (Tests at definite time intervals give rates of 
highly radioactive ,,Co%. This isotope, so useful when decay.) 

properly caged as a cheap substitute for radium, would Simil . . . 
: : : ethods, wh 2 sed s' - 

be exceedingly dangerous when dispersed in the air. It Sak ar me Als Y “ in pave been we nee Talo 
emits very energetic gamma rays for a long time (its ae iwnty was! Giscovercds ave een uted. in 1 
half life is 5.3 years). It would for the most part be United States to study atmospheric dusts from their 
brought to earth with the rain and be absorbed in the OW? explosions. Nowadays the physicist resembles a 
topsoil or run into the rivers. not-too-exacting wizard who, with some invisible par- 

. ticles from airborne dust, announces s' Jays after- 
While the mathematics involve several factors which eer nade atiioon sim ecto 

: ward that a nuclear reaction took place thousands of 
are not precisely known, Arnold has computed that i] ' 

complete reaction of 200 tons of ,H? plus ,H® would muves away: 

produce about 2 tons of neutrons which could be cap- The hydrogen bomb, in addition, would scatter large 
tured to form as much as 80 tons of ,,Co"’. This amount, quantities of unused hydrogen isotopes. The radioactive 

| if spread out uniformly in the topsoil of the earth, tritium is detectable. Neutrons, also sent out in great 

would emit radiations equal to about 10 roentgens per quantity, react with atmospheric nitrogen, giving more 

day, which is 100 times the continuous dosage now con- tritium as well as radioactive ,C*. Here, then, are two 

sidered to be the maximum safe exposure. } tell-tale characteristics of the H-bomb: ,H* and ,C™. 

; . An airborne apparatus is suggested wherein air is 

Detection of Nuclear Explosions drawn through a metering venturi, then through filters 

The most direct and obvious method is by harvesting © remove solids (whose radioactivity can be recorded 
the air-borne products of the explosion and analyzing continuously), next through caustic solution to fix the 
them. . CO, (whose proportion of radioactive carbon-14 can be 

Radioactive fission products—corresponding to the measured ). The ar then goes through an electric fur- 

bomb-dust particles—from fission of uranium or plu- "&°¢ to oxidize the tritium to super-heavy water; all 
tonium have been intently studied. Their radioactivity ™oisture is then condensed and the radioactive portion 
plotted against time traces characteristic curves show- ¢Stimated. As mentioned before, rates of decay of all 
ing the rate of decay. Furthermore, the “background _ these fractions are quite characteristic. 
raslionctivity ol Par isian air, ‘0 mention one cots: If a fusion bomb, as would be likely, would produce 

RAS EEN, COUEMIORISTY measured OF some time by ap- about 220 Ib. of tritium, this amount distributed over 
paratus perfected by Labeyrie. A suction pump draws ; : A 

, _ ” 7 : France uniformly in 1000 meters of atmosphere would 
200 liters of air a minute through a porous paper strip, . . ; 

: oon produce 400,000 disintegrations per cu.m. per min.— 
which moves slowly past autographic instruments for : wo 

: truly an enormous amount of radioactivity. Even after 

. ; transportation for great distances by the winds, the 
+ Eprror’s Foornore—Even though the efficiency of conver- Wings oe 

sion or reaction in a bomb is on a very low order because of the dilution would not be so much but that the rise in 
limited time—maybe on the order of 1%—it is obvious that not radioactivity above background level could be readily 
very many “cobalt bombs” need be exploded to eliminate all 2eKE ° 
the Russians and Chinese, as well as all the Americans, English detected. 
and French, END 
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The Unwritten Laws 

of Engineering 

Edited by Robert A. Hentges y 

This is the first of two articles on this subject. The first, as it Just a few points should be emphasized: None of 

appears here, deals with what the young engineer should learn these “laws” is theoretical or imaginary, and however 
in relation to his work, his boss, and with associates and out- . i ane . at 5 oe 

siders. The second part will deal with purely personal consid- obvious and ute they may appear, their repeated ie 
erations for engineers, such as the laws of character and per- ation is responsible for much of the frustration and 
sonality. embarrassment to which engineers everywhere are lia- 

These articles will be of primary interest to engineering stu- ble. In fact this paper is primarily a record, derived 

dents nearing completion of their college work, but the begin- from direct observation over a period of seventeen 
ning engineering student can also find helpful and applicable years, of the experience of four engineering depart- 
hints to better habits. It is perhaps needless to say that all of coanived « . . 

us can hope to profit by the wales herein listed only if we recog- ments, three of them newly organized and struggling to 
nize their worthiness and begin to practice them NOW. Many establish themselves by the trial-and-error method. It 

of the rules stated here are not applicable to undergraduate has, however, been supplemented and confirmed by the 

training, but they are fundamental to successful engineering experience of others as gathered from numerous dis- 
careers later. For that reason it is recommended that the readers cussions, lectures, and the literature, so that it most 

save the two articles on this subject for future reference. The emphatically does not reflect:the unique experience’ or 

Wisconsin Engineer will make an effort to reprint these articles 1 P : y . fe ae qv *P 

every three or four years, as long as the need for them exists. characteristics of any one organization. 
Furthermore, many of these rules are generalizations 

What the Young Engineer Needs to to which exceptions will occur in special circumstances. 
Learn at Once There is no thought of urging a slavish adherence to 

Some years ago the author became very much im- rules and red tape, for there is no substitute for judg- 

pressed with the fact, which can be observed in any ment, and at times vigorous individual initiative is 

engineering organization, that the chief obstacles to the needs d to cut eheougt formalities re “h “ oa 

success of individual engineers or of the group com- Bs tea Meo ares be ke nd Ke ' © i aws 

prising a unit were of a personal and administrative e society; i oy cannot © wo ate too © fen wit ae 
rather than a technical nature. It was apparent that punity, motwithermling steling ‘exemptions: In thut- 
both the author and his associates were getting into vidual: cases. 
much more trouble by violating the unwritten laws of In Relation to His Work 

professional conduct than by committing technical sins 5 5d g 
against the well-documented laws of science. Since the However menial and trivial your early assignments 

former appeared to be indeed unwritten at that time, may oppor give them your beer -etjores Many young 
as regards any adequate and convenient text, the fol- engineers-feel. that-theaniner chonesafatechaical proj- 

lowing “laws” were originally formulated and collected ect are ben eath their dignity and unwort hy of their col: 
into a sort of scrapbook, to provide a set of “house lege training. They expect to prove their true worth in 

rules,” or a professional code, for a design-engineering pallet pee a pois oe bee ae 
section of a large manufacturing organization. Although ill ss rr y 7 , eat ik © sche Ty ln pe - s 

they are admittedly fragmentary and incomplete, they rin par on he caretully watched and may altect 
; ; r entire career. 

are offered here for whatever they may be worth to * Oecasionall “ a ill oe Lily ah hier 

younger men just starting their careers, and to older, ccasiouauly ia nan. WU Wolry “nGuly about where 
: : . ; ~_ his job is going to get him—whether it is sufficiently 
men who know these things perfectly well but who all . oaieeh i: 
too often fail to apply them in ractice strategic or significant. Of course these are pertinent 

_ ps pra , considerations and you would do well to take some 

° Copyrighted 1944 by the American Society of Mechanical stock of them, but by and large it is fundamentally true 
Engineers. Reprinted in part by permission of the publishers. (Continued on page 48) 
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| ...4,000,000 answers later 

A few figures tell the story. 

... 7 years of painstaking analysis, research and design 

by engineers from nearly every field of technology. 

14,200 hours of experimental engine 

operation in test cells and in flight test. 

4.000,000 individual, complex mathematical 

problems solved by electronic computers. 

As a result, America now has the world’s 

Qa. most powerful production aircraft engine 

yr ; > — the J-57 turbojet. Careful engineering 
hj ra Q Le . . hi Pa iY 1g a development like this has made 

Mf FE ON wen : ‘ 
i 0 ‘Bs \ y | res Pratt & Whitey Aircraft the 
/ r via ga 

/ t eee f ai, world’s foremost designer and 

| ; iN yA ho 5 y ~ in builder of aircraft engines. 

4 a a PRATT & WHITNEY 
Se ae ~~ ea AIRCRAFT 
~ie MA ? a , DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

one FA wy oe: y East Hartford 8, Connecticut 

Ly Es i 7 é .: . og , 

il oN arin < a Gee eee ' 

| | SE AR pS mnvae Pe EP Vi NG he ay) % ‘y 1A 

nS F ie 4 

| 4 ; aE PA 
- " eS 

| pS Fig 
| ro cad iL Ls 

| a es 7 
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Ten men between the ages of 26 and 40 were featured 

O in a recent national magazine article which presented a 

Y UNG portrait of the young scientist in America today. These 

particular men are a sample of the most brilliant young y 5 

SC I ENT I ST S 9 scientific minds in industry. 

e . . 
It’s interesting to note that three of the ten are 

with Bell Telephone Laboratories, three with General 

Electric and one cach with four other companies. 

The varicty of opportunity in research and other 

phases of telephone work has always attracted an un- 

usually high percentage of the nation’s best young men. 

Consult your Placement Officer about opportunitics 

with Bell Laboratories . . . also with the Bell Telephone 

Companics, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. 

Your Placement Officer will be glad to give you details. 

THREE OF THE TEN ARE AT BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES— 

, 2 ee : ore“ b> mh * 

a 1} es i Ct = y aici 4 
af - Be . ~=—e a i ~ 
ia Bete | Vic -_ rs 
Ps ee Ne ew 
po ane ; eee” : 1] ) 
laa i , & eer _& < 7d Ce 

Mathematician Claude Shannon won fame Physical Chemist William Baker introduced new con- Physicist Conyers Herring is known for his under- 

for his Communication Theory cepts that have improved synthetic rubber and fibers standtng of the quanttm mechanics of the solid statu 

GPR 

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM (a 7 
XX fe) 
aI 
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Schroeder 3 

by Ron Schroeder m’57 

ASME is Dick Gilbertson; Vice-president, held in Madison on November 26 
Leading off the parade of engi- | Ron Fiedler; Secretary, Edward and 27. Wisconsin’s chapter will 

necring societies this month is the | Arnold; and Treasurer, Carl Bur- play host to chapters from the Uni- 
student branch of ASME. Their nard. The big event on their cal- versity of Kansas and the Univer- 
first meeting was held on Octo- | endar is the American Society of sity of Minnesota. A big party on 
ber 13 at 8:00 P.M. in the Top- Civil Engineers Dance to be held the 27th will round out the fes- 
flight room of the Wisconsin Union. | 0n November 19, at 9:00 P.M. at _ tivities. 
A short talk and two films high- the Union. POLYGON BOARD 
lighted the kickoff gathering. Pro- 
fessor B. Elliott opened the meet- KAPPA ETA KAPPA The group on which the student ing with his informal talk and the Two smokers for new pledges chapters of all professional engi- 
films, “The Why of Lubrication” Were held recently by Kappa Eta neering societies are represented is 
and “The Story of Lubrication”, Kappa, electrical engineering fra- | Polygon Board. The Board each 
Gllowed: Refreshments, an engine ternity. The first, held on Septem- year sponsors Engineers’ Week, at 
society: standard, were served on ber 27, was attended by 23 new which time St. Pat buttons are sold 
completion atthe time: men and served as an opportunity to students to publicize the week, 

Officers of the ASME. Student for new students to become famil- _a lawyer-engineer basketball game 
Branch this year include Chairman, iar with the men and organization is held to determine which of the 
William E. “Miller: Vice-chaitman, of the fraternity. Professor Peter- two schools has the bigger and bet- 
Frank Kehrberg; Corresponding 8°? of the EE department spoke ter men, and the big St. Pat's 
Secretary, Gunter Gersbach; Re. the advantages of the fraternity | Dance is held at the Union. Here 

cording Secretary, Dale Haack: for students in electrical engineer- St. Pat is chosen from candidates 
Treasurer, Carroll C. Randss and ing. On Friday, October 8, a sec- representing the engineering de- 
Polygon Representatives, Joe Mur- ond informal get together was held. _ partments. The winner is the man 
vay and Alfredo Metiendex-A barca. Card playing and television pro- judged to have the best developed 
The Honorary Chairman is Pro- vided entertainment for prospec- beard. Last year’s winner was Bill 
fessor Ralph I. Harker. tive pledges. Huegel, a civil engineer with a 

ASME’s next meeting will be The national convention of bushy red growth at his chin. Dur- 

held in conjunction with the ASME Kappa Eta Kappa is going to be (Continued on page 52) 
Rock River Valley Section. The ' ; eves peewee 
group will meet on Thursday, No- - - ae a 
vember 18, 1954 in the Old Madi- ; es : fs a ver €) aS Oo 
son Room of the Wisconsin Union. NO A ee oo ee co 
A cost dinner, to which all student P e Ma \ 6 en, : La 
members are invited, is scheduled as 4 é ’ (4 Yl 
at 6:30 P.M. The dinner will be b ry A ey a 4 me _ \f . - 
followed by a talk at 7:45 given by oe. Co bs Pl dd Cy yl eer = 
Dr. Hal E. Furth. Dr. Furth will ee mes BM Ak se 
speak on (1.) Distinguishing Char- iy ‘3s gl Oa a he 
acteristics of Engineers and Scien- og BS io} oe) Lay i 
tists, and (2.) Mental Processes of 5 et CS EE Ne pe a “ 
Inventions. Students that find they 6 lenvanonal — 
cannot attend the meeting are in- ee IB cela —————— al a : 
vited to hear the talk at 7:45 P. M. ' ni ae 

ASCE is carrying on this year rah a ce = with alto oes Ot re ya re tain he) Dal Heh al Ra Gae Crdnh elected last spring. The President berg, Bill Miller, and Prof. Elliott. 
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eration by the staff for the Edward 
M. Kurtz Award of $35.00, and the 

Jesse B. Kommers Award of $20.00, 

ea ae as a first and second prize for the 

Ee : Ce ee ae ee ee two best papers worthy of publica- 
i ee ae | tion. These prizes are awarded 

i Oo : Coe —— i every year, and each article in- 

ST Gopi‘ Gibe Masood amt Te Wseonsin Eiger cluded in the magazine will be 
Coxe lee ae considered for the award solely on 

Tie Wleconsn Enno ok oe - eer a basis of topical interest and clear, 

oe oe ee Ss concise style. One word of cau- 
5 Ber Sngie Eavonat ere ee are 8 te Ste oe tion—don’t conceal an_ interesting 

ecw oe | subject in flowery and verbose 

i a ae phrasing. The reader hopes to be 
a a > a entertained and informed, not over- 

: ee Te whelmed by vocabulary. 

* 

" U. OF W. STUDENTS AT 
The results of our last year’s efforts. PROCTER AND GAMBLE 

Three Wisconsin students, Erick 

CASH PRIZES IN WELDING WISCONSIN ENGINEER Laine, James Molnar and Armen 
ARTICLE CONTEST OFFERS PRIZES FOR Fisher, completed a unique and en- | 

The American Welding Society GOOD ARTICLES tirely new two week career survey 

will award $700.00 in prizes for Your publication, the Wisconsin Program this summer. | 
the two best articles on welding to Engineer, solicits articles written For two fast-moving weeks Erick, | 

appear in undergraduate publica- by students in the College of Engi- | James and Armen, with 42 other 
tions during the current school neering. The best and most appro- students selected from 48 top col- 

year. The authors of the best arti- priate articles on hand at press leges and universities, worked in | 

cles will receive $200 and $150 re- time each month will be published. plants and laboratories of the Proc- 

spectively, and an equal amount It is of course not necessary that ter and Gamble Company. From | 

will go to the magazine in which the student be a member of the practical experience, actual on-the- 
the features appear. magazine staff. Those who are now __ spot problems, seminars and dis- 

Articles on any type of welding taking English or technical writing cussions, the workshop students got 

or its application to design and courses will find it easy to adapt a comprehensive view of industry. 

construction will qualify. To be assigned topics to material suitable The purpose of the program is 

eligible, the article must be pub- for publication. to give students a chance to work 

lished by June 1, 1955. In 1953, To facilitate editing and setting in whatever branch of industry 

Wayne Jacobs and Charles Mar- articles in type by the printer, the they are considering so that they 
schall of the University of Wiscon- following form for stories submit- can put their “book learning” to use 

sin won the $150 award for their ted is suggested: and learn whether they like or are 

article on comparison of quality of 1. Typewritten—57 stroke line. fitted for the career they are con- 
weldments prepared by different 2. Double space. sidering. 

methods. Perhaps some effort on a 3. Carefully proof read—by The program is unique in that it 

similar project will pay important author. “takes only two weeks, thus not in- 
dividends to a U. of W. student terfering with summer jobs, vaca- 

(and to us) again this year. Articles submitted in the above tions or summer military obliga- 
Well, why not try? form will receive favorable consid- _ tions. 
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Magnesium Sanitary Engineering 
(Continued from page 21) (Continued from page 18) 

' i the subject through experience. However, with the re- 

= cent broadening of the field bringing with it more tech- 

— a nical problems, a formal education is fast becoming a 

— necessity. In fact, 1950 figures show that 23% of practic- 

a | ing sanitary engineers have master’s degrees in their 

Ue 2 oe : field. The increased importance of chemistry in sani- 

YZ ar, tary work has produced an influx of chemical and bio- 

1 - | chemical engineers also. The most common type of 
a ~~ To educational preparation, however, is still the B.S. de- 
a ho. gree in civil engineering with a sanitary engineering 

a ¢ option, or a B.S, degree in sanitary engineering. 

a This then is the picture of the sanitary engineering 

e field today. What may be expected in the future? De- 
; sign engineers will find a need in the U. S. for 5,000 

- . new water systems and the extension of 6,500 more. | 

oa extensive tsi the ‘use: of magnestumjon the) Sikorsky: 500 Also, 10,500 communities lack adequate sewerage facili- . helicopter that areas not in magnesium are cross-hatched. 2 aM! q gs 

ties. Large food processors, chemical plants, and their 

allied industries need full-time consultants for their 
tures between 450° F and 900° F. The plasticity is very sanitation problems. Industrial plants and municipali- 

good in this range, but even then the maximum reduc- ties in complying with the general swing toward health 

tion between anneals is only 50-60%. Of course, this consciousness of the public need sanitation engineers. 

heating and annealing adds to the cost of the finished Increased restrictions on stream pollution also open a 

product. field to the engineer with our education in sanitation. 
Magnesium has very low strength at elevated tem- Unlike the structural or mechanical engineer's con- 

peratures, especially above 200° F. It can be used at tributions to the modern world the sanitary enginecr’s 

temperatures up to 350° F if the operating stresses are work lies buried under streets, or stands in an isolated 

not too high. For temperatures between 350 and section of a city, or is accepted without thought as pure 

500° F, casting alloys containing zirconium or the rare ater in our homes. Yet the health, happiness, and 

earth clements can be used, but these alloys are good general well-being of our society today are directly | 

only as casting alloys, and are not hot worked. dependent on the contributions of the sanitary engineer. 

Corrosion has always presented a big problem. A END 
protective coating is formed on the surface of the 

metal, which makes the metal appear dull, and almost age e 

black in color, so that for an appearance application, ef 

magnesium is not too good. However, the resistance to ie : 

tarnish can be improved greatly by building up supple- a : 

mentary coatings on the surface with either chemical \ 

or electrochemical treatment, in either acid or alkaline 

solutions. Good drainage and ventilation are necessary es 4 * 

in enclosed surfaces so that entrapped moisture and 2 ‘ 

condensation is avoided, for these provide corroding Se Hee’ 

media. A zinc chromate primer or paint is used on a oo Lae This is a 100,000 gallon 

enclosed surfaces if the service conditions are espe- ~~ ._ ; ae water sphere located in the 
cially severe. ‘a a an city of Madison. 

The corrosion of magnesium is apt to be severe when oc oe oe : 

dissimilar metals are in contact with each other, be- is dui " 
cause of the galvanic action produced by differences in ; iS ‘ Cee ‘ * 
electrode potential. For this reason, sealing compounds __. oe e conta a 4 

or gaskets should be used between the dissimilar met- jeg i | aS 
als, in addition to priming. Whenever steel bolts,  giggagh a ae ee. Race ue 

screws, studs, or rivets are used, they should be plated a : 

with zinc or cadmium. . 4 \ 
END i fi’ yy _ + er oe 
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The hotter...the better 
Carbon has a peculiar quality—it’s at its best when “the heat is on” 

IN THE ROARING HEAT of steelmakers’ furnaces. molten UCC... AND CARBON— For over 60 years the people 

metals boil and bubble like water in a teakettle. of Union Carbide have pioneered in the discovery, de- 

: : velopment. and production of many carbon and graph- 
STANDING FIRM in the intense heat of many of these xSHoR r . y a apn 

i: : ite products for both industry and the home. This is 
furnaces are inner walls made of blocks of carbon. : ‘ : : 

B bon lauchs at | A one more way in which UCC transforms the elements 
ecause pure carbon laug iS at neat aera) y Brows of nature for the benefit of all. 

stronger as it gets hotter—it has become vitally im- 
fant in lanzizon, ateel ee f the ot! STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 

por ant in making 1 , steel, ar any 0 re other opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 

things all of us use every day. Gases, and PLastics. Write for booklet H-2. 

IN CHEMISTRY, carbon and its refined cousin, graphite, 

handle hot and violent chemicals that would quickly N I O N AR B I D E 

destroy metal or other materials. Today there are AND CARBON CORPORATION 

pumps, pipes, tank linings, even entire chemical-process- 30 KAST 42ND sTREET (Wf NEW YORK 17, N.Y, 
ing structures—all made of carbon or graphite. In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

eMC’. Trude-marked Products include ——\"_. 

NATIONAL Carbons ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys PRESTONE Anti-Freeze LINDE Oxygen 

ACHESON Electrodes PrEsT-O-LITE Acetylene PyRorAX Gas EveREADY Flashlights and Batteries Dynel Textile Fibers 
KARBATE Corrosion-Resistant Equipment BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 
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SOCIETY OF é 
on the back won't hurt any. ... February 1, 1955. To be eligible for 

PROFESSIONAL You may rest assured that your those examinations, application 
opinions will be given space. Only must be on file in the Board’s office 
with the cooperation of the So- on or before December 1, 1954. Ap- 

| ae aaa SS) ciety’s membership can this col- plication forms and information 
umn be a real success and an asset may be obtained at or by writing 
to the organization. We are also to the Board’s office, 1140 State Of- 
interested in receiving personal fice Building, Madison, Wisconsin. 
items.” Examinations will be conducted 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE In an effort to unearth more January 31, 1955 at Madison and 
2318 Rowley Ave. news items from the local chapters Milwaukee, Wisconsin for those de- 

Madison 5, Wisconsin and individuals, Mr. John R. Fred- _ siring Certification as an Engineer- 
E. C. Wacner, Secretary erick, chairman of the publications —_in-Training. To qualify for certifi- 

committee, has personally ad- cati 5 a i r-in-Traini PUBLICATION COMMITTEE 1 p y cation as an Engineer in-Training 
dressed four of the chapters. He the applicant must in addition to 

Joun R. Freperick, Chairman, expects to visit the other three passing the one-day, 8 hour, exam- 
122 W. Washington Ave., Madison, Wis. ef. . . : eae > > 

J. K. Print, Manitowoc chapters in the near future. The ination on the fundamentals of en- 

R. 1. MENDENHALL, Milwaukee principal objectives of these talks gineering have a record of 4 years 
Lester StockNen, Madison are to explain what and how to re-_ of satisfactory engineering experi- 

_ J. HL Koranz, Waukesha port, and to point out the necessity ence. All of the required 4 years 
W *. ROseNKRANZ, eta alls for an active and vital series of of experience may have been 

Jesse Hotpersy, Rhinelander « niinwe . « 5 ane ‘ 1. W. Grunprrz, La Crosse publications. It is hoped that each gained by formal education. 

member will assign to himself the Examinations will be conducted 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS task of getting at least one news January 31 and February 1, 1955 

Georcr P. Sremnmerz, President Story’ to: his chapter reporter this at Madison, Wisconsin for those 
Prence G. Evis, Past President year. desiring registration as a Profes- 
Owen Ayres, Ist Vice President . sional Engineer. Holders of certifi- 

Arruur G, BENLING, 2nd Vice President John Weldon Dies cation as an Engineer-in-Training 
Enon C. Wacner, Kien John T. Weldon, 64, who super- in Wisconsin will be required to 

Vv. 5S, COTTINGHAM, Treasurer ise r i il- * . 

James BAMBerry, Director vised construction eh Ent a Le appear for examination only on Tone coum caeeet waukee’s major harbor facilities, February 1, 1955 while those who 
a died September 10 in his Milwau- i Wo. F. Baumcartnen, Director Pp UW are not holders of such certification 

Antuony L. Grenisot, Director kee home. Mr. Weldon had suf- will be required to appear on both 
Hersert O. Lorn, Director fered from a heart ailment for many January 31 and February 1, 1955. 

years. + «ati anaes : 
NATIONAL, REPRESENTATIVES ” He was field engineer in charge Toss eat eso on Jee ee . a ‘ 1955 wi 2 amentals 

Epwin J. KaLLEVANG of such projects as construction of ° vmmtcg ae NS ieatiy HARGUB. TRESERT 3 “ : of engineering. The examination on 
the municipal car ferry terminal, February 1, 1955 covers in the fore- 

ee the open dock terminal, the first of — noon a field of engineering and in 
: ‘ as : bor 1 and drew UP the afternoon a sub-field of the field 

Your Column—Your News P “ee or the harbor railroad selected by the applicant for the 
system. do aarti apt : 

The importance of receiving new “Mr. Weldon, a University of Wis- forenoon’s examination. The appli- 

material for your column cannot be consin maduate b Fano 6 cant must choose a field and sub- 
over-emphasized. As the District of WSPE : ] the C fais GS ] ¢ field which has been established or STZ OS INCI and the Catholic Order o , : : 
Columbia chapter expressed it, Foresters approved by the Board. Fields and | ZANl menibers are reed to 16 subfields for each have been estab- | 

the pages of this publication to ex- Engineering Examinations lished by the Board as follows: | 
press their views, criticisms or com- The Wisconsin Registration 1. Chemical with the established 
ments on any subject upon which — Board of Architects and Profes- sub-field of Sanitary and oth- 
they wish to ‘sound off If you don’t sional Engineers have announced ers to be approved by the | 
like the Society's policy, give °em the dates of their next Engineering Board. 
hell, and if you do, a written pat Examinations as January 31 and (Continued on page 36) 
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MELVIN R. CHARLSON 
Northwest Chapter President 

Melvin R. Charlson, northwest worked for the Wisconsin High- Charlson Manufacturing Company. 
chapter president, was born in Eau way Department in the Eau Claire After serving from 1943 to 1945 as 
Claire, Wisconsin, and received his _ office. Subsequently, he spent fif- a lieutenant commander in the sea- 
preliminary schooling there. He en- _ teen years in the Chicago area bees, he resumed his position with 
tered the University of Wisconsin working on municipal improve- the Charlson Co. 
in the fall of 1914, but left in 1917 ments in suburban communities, Mr. Charlson and Myrtle Roeck- 
to serve with American Forces in chiefly with Carson Townsend and ler were married in 1933 and have 
France, advancing to the rank of Associates. He was also employed three children. Nancy, 20, is a jun- 
Lt. (j.g.) in the USNRF. He re- by the U. S. Department of Inte- ior at Northwestern University. 
turned to Wisconsin to receive his rior in connection with a drainage Charles, 18, is a sophomore in civil 
bachelor’s degree in civil engineer- and _ road building project in the engineering at Madison, and Karen, 
ing in 1920. Skokie Lagoon area. In 1940 Mr. 15, a sophomore in high school at 

During the first five years follow- _ Charlson returned to Eau Claire to Eau Claire. For recreation Mr. 
ing his graduation, Mr. Charlson assume the vice-presidency of the Charlson enjoys golf and fishing. 
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(Continued from page 34) Board of Directors Meeting Ch A 

2. Civil with the established sub- September 18 apter ews 

fields of Highway, Hydraul- MEMBERSHIP REPORT 

ics, Municipal, Sanitary, and 

Structural. september 17 nes MILWAUKEE CHAPTER 
3. Electrical with the established June 11, 1954-Sept. 17, 1954 

sub-fields of Electrical Ma- New applications approved for mem- ROBERT ra 

chinery, Electric Power-Gen- yi tputicaions approved for all 
eration and Distribution, Tlu- membership ...esccceeeeeeeeee To py ge 

mination, Industrial Electron- _Reinstated members .............. 1 The Milwaukee chapter met on 

ics, and Communications. Reinstated Aff. Members ........... 0 Tuesday, October 12, to hear John 

4. Mechanical with the estab- Affiliate Members transferred to Gammel, Director of Graduate 

lished sub-fields of Air Condi- Members) incor rx unasensen vr eth s 28 Training at the Allis-Chalmers 

tioning-Heating-Refrigeration, 35 Manufacturing Company. He spoke 

Heat Power and Heat En- on the vital subject, “Are We Keep- 

gines, Industrial, and Machine Losses June 11, 1954-Sept. 17, 1954 ing Ahead of Russia in Science and 

and Tool Design. i ae d to “out sof ate : Technology.” The meeting was pre- 

5. Metallurgical with the sub- Affliate ronbere. transferred “to ceded by a dinner in the E.S.M. 

fields to be approved by the Members .....0.0c0s0s0e0e222. 2 building. 
Board. —_— 

6. Mining with the sub-fields to 4 

be approved by the Board. Summary 

; a June LL Sept. 17 SOUTHEAST CHAPTER 
To qualify for registration as @  \1 bers in good stand- JOSEPH Hy KURANZ 

Professional Engineer the appli- in eecceeveveees 985 L011 Reporter 

cant must in addition to passing Members delinquent .. 23 23 

the 2-day examination have a rec- Aff. Members in good 

ord of 8 years of satisfactory engi- standing .......... 70 76 No chapter news received. 

necring experience, 4 of which may Aff, Members delin- 

have been gained by formal edu- quent seve eeeeeees _4 _} 

cation. ; 1,080, «1,1 NORTHWEST CHAPTER 
The next engineering examina- 

. . Secretary Wagner presented for WM. ROSENKRANZ 
tion after the January 31-February T ‘er Cottineh he follow- Repair 

1, 1955 examination will be con- é Treasurer otting am: the; 1o!low: 

ducted by the Board about the ing Treasurer's Report: at 

middle of June 1955 with April 15, The October meeting of the 

1955 as the closing date for filing TREASURER’S REPORT Northwest Chapter of WSPE was 

application to enter it. September 18, 1954 held on Wednesday evening, Octo- 

Cash Balance June 11, 1954 $4,695.56 ber 6, at the Eau Claire Hotel. The 

Price Correction Income June 11, 1954-Sept. 18, 1954 program committee secured Mr. 

In the society’s September News- cn gam Glen Rork, who is one of the gov- 

Letter, the initiation fee was erro- ter ....... 35.00 ernor’s committee investigating the 

neously listed as $3.50. The correct a feasibility of the Wisconsin Toll 

amount is $3.00. 1,610.50 Road. Mr. Rork spoke in his own 

In addition, a new price list has $6,306.08 exceptional manner on this subject. 

been received for emblems and Expenditures June 11-Sept. _ Mr. J. R. Frederick, Chairman of 

pins ordered from the national so- 18, 1954 .............. 2,684.21 the Public Actions Committee of 

ciety in quantities of twenty-five or -_--— WSPE also was in attendance at 

more. These prices are as follows: $3,621.85 uy meeting to discuss WSPE pub- 

Enon mic ca -S350— ay move By Dietor Lord estos for the yar 
Miniature emblem ........-. $1.50 and seconded by Director Genisot We had a very interesting and 

P.E. auto emblem .........- $1.50 that the office of Secretary and enjoyable meeting at the Glen Park 

On an individual basis, the prices. Treasurer_be combined, effective Lodge in River Falls on Septem- 

are $5.00 and $2.50 respectively. July 1, 1955. ber 8. The meeting was called to 

Address orders to the National So- The next Board Meeting is to be order by President Charlson who 

ciety of Professional Engineers, held at the Milwaukee Athletic asked for introductions of members 

1121 Fifteenth St. N. W., Wash- Club at 12:15 pm., October 23, and guests. The speaker, Dr. 

ington 5, D. C. 1954. Walker Wyman spoke on his book, 
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“Nothing But Prairie and Sky,” — law sent out recently by the State — siasm was evident which should 
which is a story of the experiences Society. mean a very active year for South- 
of a South Dakota Settler of 1900. Bill Gohn reported on the dis. West Chapter. 

The financial report was read by pute between the City of Superior 
the Secretary showing a bank bal- and Mr. Thomas Basterash, which 

ance of $216.60. was handled for the Chapter by FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER President Charlson asked for the Fees and Salaries Committee. JOHN K. PRIMM 
nominations for a chapter repre- Final action was taken by the State Reporter 
sentative on the state nominating Society. Mr. Gohn pointed out that 
committee. Mr. E. H. Nelson of — there was need for more co-opera- 
Amery was nominated by Al Lok- tion and a definite statement of Professionel engineers of the 
ken and seconded by Rod Bott. procedure between Chapter, State | Fox River Valley chapter, Wiscon- 
Mr. Ed Holm was nominated by and National Societies on matters Sin Society of Professional Engi- 
Bill Baumgartner and seconded by of. this type. Mr. Baumgartner _—_?eers, on October 6 held their first 
Bill Gohn. The voting was done by asked for help from the members _ fall dinner meeting at the Ameri- ballot and Mr. Nelson was elected. jn increasing the chapter member- _ ©an Legion Club in Oshkosh. Guest John Hoeppner reviewed the his- ship. Bill Rosenkranz, chairman of | Speaker Arthur Guise, Chief Engi- 
tory of the difficulties he has had the Public Relations Committee, Neer in charge of research and de- 
with the Registration Board in asked that an Engineer's Week velopment, Ansul Chemical Co., 
licensing registrations as an Archi- Committee be set up to start work. Marinette, spoke on “Fire Extin- 
tect even though he has taken and guishment with Chemicals”, illus- 
passed the necessary exams. He trating his remarks with color 
also told of difficulties he has had movies of typical “difficult” oil and 
in getting approval of building SOUTHWEST CHAPTER gas fires compiled in tests by his 
plans leaving his Professional Engi- L. W. STOCKAUS company. 
neer’s Stamp. Reporter Mr. Guise traced the use of bak- He said that the Attorney Gen- ing soda as a fire extinguisher, from 
eral had presented an opinion that i se a ¢ S- 
the Hewistraiton Board had_ the The Grganizahong] or “kick: off” ook tle iene on eee 
power to rule on all plans and fur- EL fon Welnene ceo Theater fire showed grave faults in 
ther that Professional Engineers : ony sR 3 inguishers, ¢ intensive 
could design only Industrial Build. 1954 at the Nakoma Country Club, eh Ct eed ee 
ings. Mr. Hoeppner stated that he Madison. then, has since been carried on 
was going to start suit against the The meeting was attended by the continuously. Greatest major im- 
Registration Board for his Archi- officers, directors, and committee provement came in 1943 when An- 
tect’s registrations. He asked the members of the chapter. There sul introduced a mixture of dry 
Chapter to inquire of the State So- _ were a total of 65 members at this baking soda and other chemicals 
ciety if they want to enter into the _ meeting. fired in a high-pressure stream 

dispute with the Industrial Com- R. E. Burmeister, President of through nozzles of improved de- 
mission. Mr. Baumgartner asked the Southwest Chapter, presented Sign. This system has been used Mr. Hoeppner to submit a written his resignation because of a trans- With success against burning ether, 
report of his case so it could be fer of his work from Madison to _ benzol and gasoline, synthetic rub- 
presented at the next State Board Milwaukee. Harvey E. Wirth, Asst. ber, and natural gas. In one test, 
of Directors’ meeting. Several State Sanitary Engineer, the Chap- the famous Big Inch pipeline was 
members of the Chapter discussed ter Vice President succeeds Mr, pened and the test “leak” ignited. 
Sent Droblens conronting Burmeister as President. Plames 187 _ he were Huprele 
rofessional Engineers of the State injecting dry chemical into the 

by the action and opinion of the | A Discussion of Publications and pipeline, oe 
Registration Board. All were of the Rssaiet the = . a the com “Fire prevention and fire con- opinion that it was time the State ig year was held with John R. trol”. state san Ka, se ‘ Frederick, Chairman of State Pub- rol’, stated Guise, “cannot be lim- Society should put forth some effort ee > ' ited to Fire Prevention Week. They 
to raise the station of engineers to _lications Committee. Everyone . : . or rec. : ‘ ‘ sad to help the chats: ceoorter must be continuous. The major rec- a point equal to Architects in the  @8reec’ to help the chapt porte ognized companies nowadays all 
eyes of the Board. Mr. Ayres re- i getting news items in for pub- = l a ue Sane ) : lication. sell good equipment, but if your ported that the State Society was ; . equipment is not kept up well it already planning some action on After general discussion the cannot be expected to work. Fol- 
this matter. group broke up into Committee lowing maintenance _ instructions 

Mr. Boyd reviewed the question- _ meetings for planning the various 
naire on the Surveyors’ Licensing Committee activities. Much enthu- (Continued on page 53) 
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Edited by Carl Burnard, CiE’57 

5 In the Union College Alumni 

Ly Pe Memorial Field House the fluores- 

N Pi a eg cent lamps will be operated on 
Peep ae Fes e 5 

A y a2 oe ee 400-cycle power. Increasing the 

won een ene TE al a ie _ current to 400 from the standard 
ES Se A ma a es ‘ 2 3 : i a aN i — . 60 cycles will be accomplished by 

; } esse a es : means of a low-cost rotating-type 
Oe m ‘in er ee : : 

bce a) Weg fi frequency converter. This unit con- 
yee AP nein ball eh tae As. Les ee a . , 

2 =r wee i ae co sists of a high-frequency generator 

ar a . S ; ie driven by a 60-cycle electric motor. 

a ee ~ — The 400-cycle ballasts used to con- 

ee aia ee. ae 7 . trol current in the lamps are much 

he ae as & 2 | simpler, more efficient, and 80 per 

4 «ag cent lighter in weight than conven- 
ia 4 2 ; g) g 

4 Wabnaiis tas 5 led Ce ae a. tional ballasts. 
=r —— ae thisds -of 6. ini 
sSeeust se More than two: thirds | of a mile 

tens Sn a Ss : of fluorescent lamps will be em- 

: : ployed in the structure. A unique 

BURST TEST ON STEEL TANK feature of the lighting job will be 

Geyser of icy calcium chloride brine rises as big steel tank, frozen at 45 degrees a new-type fixture, designed by 

| below zero, is burst from internal pressure of 2,850 pounds per square inch. Steel is a Carl J. Allen, G-E school and in- 

new type developed by United States Steel Corporation. Burst test was one of a series door sports lighti specialist 

ade on Chicago Bridge & Iron Com) lant site in Birmingham, Ala. ports aghting — specia ist. ma eon icago Bridge ron Co us plant e in Birmingham, Ala _ Each of the 35 fixtures, eighth feet 

oO - : 7 square and having less than half 

HIGH-FREQUENCY LIGHTING plication anywhere of this princi- the weight of comparable fixtures 

SYSTEM ple of high-frequency fluorescent in conventional installations, will 

The nation’s most modern and lamp operation to the general light- —_ contain 14 eight-foot-long slimline 

efficient general lighting system, in ing of a large area. fluorescent lamps. Each lamp will 

which the individual fluorescent Because of its anticipated eco- produce over 6000 lumens, or units 

lamps used will produce about one- nomic advantages as a method of of light, giving the entire lighting 

fourth more light than normally, obtaining higher levels of light, job a total output of about three 

will be installed here in Union Col- John H. Campbell, G-E illuminat- million lumens. 

lege’s Alumni Memorial Field ing engineer, predicts that the new The 400-cycle power will be dis- 

FOuse: lighting technique eventually will tributed to the fixtures at 600 volts, 

find widespread application in — with 300 volts to ground. This dis- 
This was announced today by . ra d Site 1 instit ‘but ; 2 id to result i 

the General. Electric Company commercia » industrial and institu- tribution system is said to result in 

hick 1 i lacin las ne of tional buildings. a considerable saving of initial cost. 

WED. 2188 GESIENEC. 1B: SYS 2 The new lighting technique in- Wiring layout for the installation 

high-frequency fluorescent lighting volves a coordinated system in was made by Howard D. Kurt 

for = —_ building. Tha . field which all components are designed = G-E electrical engineer, who also 

house is a under constr uetion as to contribute maximum advantages helped design the power system. 

a memorial to the 76 Union men jg lamp and fixture operation Although somewhat similar sys- 

who lost their lives in World War Ftyorescent lamps operated under tems have been developed by G. E. 

os work 3 oxpertad : pe com the system can produce from 20 to for airplane and bus lighting, the 

pleted by December of this year. 59 ner cent more light than they — Union College lighting job will be 

G. E. reports that the lighting do in conventional lighting installa- _the first of its size to be lighted by 

system will represent the first ap- tions. means of 400-cycle power. 
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NEW SILICONE RUBBER TUBING 

Waterford, N. Y.—A lightweight, 
flexible tubing, highly resistant to \ 
wide temperature and _ pressure l Bs 

ranges, has been developed from a [7 “— 

General Electric’s SE-100 silicone _ ‘ul _ “a 
rubber compound as part of the 4 Ls q 
de-icing system of the new Grum- i | em fe a 
man S2F-1 Sub-Killer aircraft. | A , 7 be om 3 

Designed and fabricated by oO ae an fe TT 

Flexible Tubing Corporation of MH ri ) oe A Ss me a 
Guilford, Connecticut, the ducting : ial if 7 4 , YY 3. ia i 
is strong, exceptionally light in Fs i] ae bg 8 
weight, easy to handle, and has a a pa 4, 

been quickly and economically in- i 4 f ri i 
stalled by the Grumman Aircraft : Ps. a 

Engineering Corporation in the 
wings of each plane. It can be used ™ 
without fear of collapsing in situa- One of 54 fans used to ventilate the three buildings of 
tions where bends up to 180 de- Pittsburgh’s new Gateway Center. 

grees must be made, and is capable 

of withstanding temperatures rang- way, tenants who occupy the build- unit coils and consequently, the 

ing from 250 degrees F to minus 65 ings’ 940,000 sq. ft. of rentable degree of heating or cooling. 

degrees F. space. . _. The water moving through the 
The new tubing, which has ex- ‘oe ten poe = unit coils is in a closed system 

ceptionally high heat and abrasion as nigh nan he wince which serves all three buildings. 
resistance, is used to duct negative, nc eight major exnaust fans The system contains over 25,000 
and positive pulsating air pressure m addition to a pumber of supple: gallons of water and is pumped by 

to the leading edge of the wings page bese au be ating three chilled water pumps rated at 
for de-icing. It must remain flexible li 1 : ans rs hi ht rom 2 2500 gallons per minute each. Re- 
in arctic and high altitude cold as att © over one OO8 cng) to some frigeration and heating equipment 

well as tropical heat. Because of its with housings 13 ft. high. The for this primary water system is 
combination of unusual character- smallest is driven by a 1/6 hp mo- —Jocated in the basement of one of 

istics, SE-100 silicone rubber com- tor land, ‘the: Jagat by 879 2D the buildings. 

pound has made possible the pro- motor. : . Condensers for the closed system 

duction of tubing that requires Outside o drawn through the are cooled by another seater sys- actically no replacement for the vents mixes with a percentage of  “ ao yi a - . y: 
yea Pieatecte sesletn air being returned from the build- as Tis water a pumped, at the 
: ssible for the “hunter-killers” 2S Control dampers determine  "@t© OF +4; senous Per minute, 

a 7 opal under, the. ‘severest the amount of returned air for ex- oe eee ee eo a 

weather ‘conditions in all, parts of haust and the amount to be reused. ie » he ne q nui . e e + 
the would. The air mixture is preheated and Be ee s ere 

passed through Precipitron air and chlorine-treated before use. 

* cleaners, which electrostatically re- Twelve additional Sturtevant air- 
move dirt and impurities. After handling units, independent of the 

bees one adiutar FANS a through Westinghouse sur- pans — ventilate the 

ace dehumidifiers to remove or re- ‘arge underground garage. Some oO} 
GATEWAY CENTER plenish moisture, the cleansed air these units send cooled or heated 

Moving over 114 million cubic then enters either the conventional fresh air into the garage, while 
feet of air every minute through or high-pressure duct systems. others exhaust foul air and prevent 
the three buildings of Pittsburgh’s The high-pressure air is directed the accumulation of noxious gases. 
new Gateway Center is handled by _ into under-window units in the ex- * 
54 major fans built by Westing- terior rooms. These units also draw 

house Electric Corporation’s Stur- in room air which passes over coils See S REETROAHOTG Ere 
tevant Division at Hyde Park, filled with circulating water. Air 
Massachusetts. The tremendous entering the units operates a ther- A combination colorimeter and 

volume of air is necessary to pro- —_ mostat which governs a water coil spectrophotometer which produces 
vide year-round air conditioning valve. This valve, in turn deter- high wavelength accuracy and 

and ventilation comfort for Gate- mines the flow of water through the (Continued on page 44) 
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be * a7 i imi istanc: Th e Smithway time and money" has eliminated all but long distance 

hauling by the railroads. 
(Continued from page 17) 

. Control Arms ‘ 

“ A. O. Smith produces 6,000,000 control arms per year 
a i rife ~~ for the operating levers of knee-action automobile as- 

7 a ‘ ih semblies. The majority of control arms produced are 
4 i rw shipped by rail to Detroit, Michigan. There are two 
— I 2 vad f : different types of control arms, uppers and lowers. The 
ian ae . ‘ 

, "= lowers weigh 10 to 12 Ib. and are relatively flat. The 
Py oe . 

ee 7 : = oer uppers weigh 5 to 6 Ib. and are more complex than the 

’ f | Tone lowers. Because of their flat and simple design, the 

ae en i — lowers can be readily stacked. Control arms are shipped 
mI Fas es i= {| ~~ according to customer specification; since some cus- 
Cee : : 
Fates sibsetasen : tomers request bulk loading, and others request pack- 

jigs Lament OE « aging in expendible pallet boxes. 
Oe mama rien” i It costs more to package control arms in palletized 

. r s 2% i jo. | 3 4 boxes for shipping than to bulk load the arms, and the 

Ba e all Ale SS “~~~—..J customer is billed accordingly for the extra cost. An 
e ee i Pi e ] overhead conveyor carries the control arms from | 

4 ~ = ‘ . Figure 3. process to process, on hooks throughout the shop. The 

palletized boxes are packed by hand immediately after : 

and bottom. A tough paper must be used, since a tear final inspection. The loaders select the proper arms | 

anywhere on the package could mean a total loss of from the hooked conveyor as it passes, and pack them 

the material contained. The bags used are five ply, in their respective boxes. Different type control arms 

self-sealing bags, 7 in. wide and 14 in. long. Each bag are recognized by the loaders at a distance of 12 feet. 

holds 100 Ib. of Frit. The palletized bags are 28 in. The boxes are 42 in. long by 48 in. wide by 26 in. deep, 
wide and 42 in. long on all four sides and weigh about and are made of group 4 hardwood. Three hundred 

1,500 pounds. The palletized bag requires no extra pal- uppers or 108 lowers fill a box. The boxes when packed 
lets for handling and moving as do the paper bags. are moved by hi-low trucks into the waiting boxcars, 

The paper bags are usually shipped by railway box- 67 boxes to a car. The 67 boxes increase the shipping 

car. Each boxcar must be clean on the inside, so paper weight by about 5,000 Ib., which increases the han- 
is placed on all four sides and on the floor. The bags dling cost by $55.62 per boxcar. 

are loaded by hand on wooden pallets in the shop; and The overhead-hooked conveyor passes by the box- 
a lift truck then picks up the loaded pallets and de- car door; the unloaders take the arms of the hooks as 
livers them to the waiting boxcar in the yard. The pal- _ they pass by the car’s door, and stack the arms inside. 

lets are again unloaded by hand and placed four deep An average carload holds 7,200 lower arms or 4,800 
wall to wall inside the car. This procedure is time con- lower and upper arms weighing approximately 72,000 

suming, since each car contains 800 bags of Frit. Pal- pounds. When upper arms are included in a load, a 
letized bags are not shipped too often by rail, as the bulkhead is constructed of wood across the car, enclos- 
pallets require too much space. Each car after loading ing about one third of the total floor space. The unload- 

is inspected and sealed by an agent of the railroad. ers are paid by piece work, earning a take-home-pay of 

4 . $26.00 per carload. The time for stacking and loading 

Shipping of Frit by Truck the arms decreases as the carload increases, since the 

Until recently most of the Frit was shipped by rail; unloader travels a shorter distance to the stacks. Once 

today at a great saving in shipping costs, Frit is the boxcars are loaded, they are inspected and sealed 

shipped by truck. The palletized bags are transported by the railroad agent. Bulk loading saves $55.62 per 
by lift trucks from the shop directly onto the semi-  carload on shipping costs. Here is a definite example 
truck carrier. It takes only 20 minutes to load a semi of how conveyor bulk loading cuts down on shipping 

with 13 to 15 bags weighing 25,000 pounds. Very little — costs. 
fastening ° the carrier ack other we e ee Water Heaters 
is required, as the weight tl alletize ags keeps ss ‘ . 
2 TeMIT OSs AS ENE EIB O OF EOS DAP EZEC, DABS REEDS A. O. Smith produces glass lined gas and electric- 
them in position. Loading requires only one lift-truck : . . . . 

cnt . a. as : . operated water heaters in a variety of sizes, including 
operator. The forks on this lift truck were cut to 28 in. vas 
. 40, 80, and 120 gal. capacities for home use. All water 
in length to prevent any damage to the bags already f 3 < 

© ays ° heaters are wood crated singly or in groups of two to 
loaded. The operator positions each bag and stows it ‘ Rat 

: °. four for shipping. No pallets are needed for the move- 
on the truck properly, knowing by experience the best . 

é f . ~ ment or handling of crated heaters. 
way to pack the bags securely. Unloading of the semi , 
upon arrival requires only ten minutes. This saving in (Continued on page 42) 
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ES. i a ae 

Ed i eee ae row ia 
WISCONSIN Cen tc7V | IOWA STATE ae tty 

Din igi CO gel: 

wie ©. Ae 

e G TEXAS A&M 

SW = sass a mrss 
sou Oe ee 2 lta ge o Bako RRE S ti 8 lL i i WG ox * ® | ae a i 4 

Ww Ag Sky e ee he 
4 Py tac SA Ss ILLINOIS 
er Si Ne “Ray Bx Tees Lhe tek 

Nb re n ie oes ! ri en om py : “We \st. f AT vy 
Pies || Lie dea von garnubeseere on lg oa 
[Ep Bee: ae eed fi ’ * 3 

See Ch ee we tee ee Cok, 
Ba Oe fe EN yk 
Pa oeess" "Year in and year out, we limit gg 4 a 7 

EA Thee 4 ~ % : 7S: gg eae > our search for electrical, mechanical, industrial and siaiicia sais 
Ree general engineers to these nine schools. delhi ediatte 

we Experience has taught us that it’s unnecessary A 
a! to look beyond these nine in our search ae 

for our design, production and sales engineering talent. ug ‘ 
. Pa SM ET ceed 

Experience also has shown that those who join us ja] it Ps oi Bt : : ie egg Cees 
find Square D a mighty good company to be with. ‘ an Oe ar oe 

Most of these men are still with us, growing ee 

and prospering with the constantly bd tol Solve) 
expanding electrical industry. EES EO se. 

. % 
Why not let us tell you more about Square D 4 ol 

and what we have to offer? fg re eed <j a ry A aA 
ce eee tN 
- me % ] ee Oa t 

s the a cea bile eee on al are 

OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, 1 Sie D empeyiekth «| 

“Your Engineering Career.”’ It gives the simple rules besa steal Detroit UL, Mehtaan | . : oe ee ike a copy of Square D's brochure, 
to follow in selecting an engineering career. "Your Engineering Career” | | | 

| Nh eeeenterreminercnmmmamnnaen steer: 

S . __Seheot —___ctes,___ 

| i) i SQUA RE D COMPANY TRO sc eee: | 

= a2 ae | 
H fn i city, a ine Sidi | 
[2 Loe 
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The “Smithway”’ a a io 
(Continued from page 40) : : : J a. A oe 

A. O. Smith developed its own fingerlift attachment es io od uae ) See 

for lift trucks handling crated water heaters. The fingers et my 4 h Seen 
attached to the lifting mechanism are pivoted on a shaft 2 YA | ee 
on 2¥% in. centers. When the fingers strike a wooden 2 ee ea! s x 

crate they are pushed back, activating other fingers 4 . 4 | a 
which enter the open spaces of the crate to a depth a Re ooo - 3 a e 
that is always less than 1/4 inches. In this way, the i i. a 3 a “ml oy a 

heater contained in the crate is never touched by the — = 4 4 2 wi > |. 
lift truck. When the carriage of the lift truck is raised, _ : oo i. a we i 

the fingers strike against cleats on the crate raising the - J / es - ‘ ale Wh a 

crate. The mast of the lift truck is tilted back as the ™™ ¥ . ; ‘ a | Bhs \ Pe | 

crate is raised. The crate is then rested on the lower > =jpepe a * “ se | 
apron of the fingerlift attachment. With the crate held ges E Z 1 a a vy - a 1 
in this manner, the lift truck can move and maneuver te _ oa ua 

the crate as desired. In setting the crate down, the a Bima 
exact reverse of lifting the crate is employed by the . 
lift-truck operator. This fingerlift adaption has elimi- ° 
nated all use of pallets in the handling of water heaters. Figure 4. 

When the heaters are crated, they are picked up by 
special lift trucks. The lift trucks move the crates di- larger bin weighs six tons and has an unloader that 

rectly to the waiting boxcars. Two lift trucks can stow, weighs 2,400 pounds. Harvestores are shipped by truck 
and double deck where needed, 1,600 crated water t? farms in Wisconsin and neighboring states. All Har- 

heaters in ten boxcars in 74 hours. After a boxcar is Vestores are erected on location by the A. O. Smith 
loaded by the lift trucks, the crates are strapped in Corporation on foundations provided by the customer. 

place, and the boxcar is sealed for shipment. Here is Because of the bulk, weight, and unloading needs 

an example of how a small adaptation on a material of the Harvestores, they are transported by a specially 

handling device has eliminated all use of pallets result- designed truck. The semi-truck used has an oil-float 

ing in a savings in effort, time, and money. trailer, which is highly adaptable to the rough surface 

conditions found on most farms. Besides carrying the 

Harvestores dismantled Harvestore, the oil-float trailer is equipped 
The Harvestore is a glass-lined steel storage bin for with a boom and winch to unload the Harvestore upon 

farm produce. (See Figure 4). Harvestores come in arrival. A special tote box that weighs 860 Ib. and cost- 
two sizes, one, 14 feet in diameter, the other 17 feet in ing about $150.00 was designed to carry the disman- 

diameter. Both are 45 feet high. Each Harvestore has a tled Harvestore in one compact package. A large plastic 

mechanical unloader at its bottom for removal of the bag enclosed in a carton contains the small parts that 
produce contained. The smaller bin weighs five tons may be lost or damaged when exposed. This special 

| and has an unloader that weighs 2,000 pounds. The truck contains the steel bin, unloader, and equipment 

| —— a j_Comecessary to unload the Harvestore. The truck can be 
| loaded in one hour and unloaded next to the founda- 

| tion in 40 minutes. The truck has a sleeper cab and is 
| E Vv A N S ; manned by two drivers. Two drivers will cover 700 

Radio and Television miles in 24 hours. Four men can erect the Harvestore 

Sales and Service without scaffold in 64 manhours. Tote boxes are always 

picked up on succeeding trips because of their cost and 

<= special design. 

. , | The procedures of the A. O. Smith Corporation in 
Madison's Oldest the transportation aspects of material handling is an 
Television Dealer example of the problems that confront engineers in 

ts | this relatively new field. Until recently, the problem 
| of preparing and packaging materials for shipping and 

720-724 University Avenue | receiving were considered one of those intangibles of 
Dial 5-7294 | overhead that would be a direct burden on a company. 

Today the Corporation and others like it the world 
it | over realize that economy in effort, time, and money 

Remember, there is no substitute for experience. | can be attained by applying the principles of engineer- 

| ing to material handling. END 
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Le j . tony _ Jim Walker asks: 
Ce fC. 

\ err | 6 CS an a mechanica oN oy a ee 

—- -— ff Ff mr 6 6eCngineer make 
ae Cl tc (ate of ° 
ys 6m,” ; fee | rea progress In 

Ts) Ce | a chemical firm? 
ce ine. _ on ect 

7 i 
James B. Walker received his B.S. in mechanical engineering from Ee 1 t 
North Carolina State College in June 1954, and he’s presently working Be 2 4 
for his M.S. at the same college. By asking pertinent questions, Jim is i eo ee : 
making sure that the position he finally accepts will be the right one for i oS 2 Ce a fellow with his training. lou Ve P, i 

i» 1 
es 

 @r § 

H. M. Pickering, Jr., received a B.S. in M.E. 
and E.E. from the Univ. of Minn. in 1940. He 
gained valuable technical experience at Han- 

ee? 799 . . ford Works, in Richland, Washington, and in ‘Pick Pickering answers: Du Pont's Fabrics and Finishes Plont ot Parlin 
-_ N.J. Today he is Works Engineer for Du Pont’s 

Seaford, Del., plant, where nylon comes from. 

Well, Jim, that’s what the lawyers call a leading along any one of these four broad highways to a top- 
question, and the answer leads right into my baili- level position. 
wick. I came to Du Pont in 1940, after taking a com- My own Du Pont experience includes mechanical 
bined mechanical and electrical engineering course. engineering work in fields as varied as atomic energy, 
So I had what you might call a double reason for fabrics and finishes, and nylon manufacture. Every 
wondering about my future with a chemical firm. one of these brought with it a new set of challenging 

I soon learned that the success of a large-scale problems in construction, instrumentation, and 
chemical process is vitally dependent upon mechan- power supply; and every one provided the sort of 
ical equipment. And the success of this mechanical opportunities a man gets in a pioneering industry. 
equipment—especially for a new process—depends So, to answer your question, Jim, a mechanical 
on (1) Research, (2) Development, (3) Plant Engi- engineer certainly has plenty of chances to get some- 
neering, and (4) close Supervision. The ret result is where with a chemical compary like Du Pont! 
that a mechanical engineer at Du Pont can progress pe 

Want to know more about working with Du Pont? 
Send fora free copy of “Mechanical Engineersat DuPont.” 
This 24-page booklet describes in detail the four broad 
categories of jobs mentioned by “Pick” Pickering. Typical 

_— = pioneering problems in each of these four categories are 
ae outlined. This booklet briefs a young mechanical engineer 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING on how some of the newest and most challenging problems 
in his field were solved. Write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours +++ THROUGH CHEMISTRY & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours Bldg., Wilmington, Del. 

WATCH “‘CAVALCADE OF AMERICA” ON TELEVISION 
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Science Highlights To eliminate vibration problems The Girdler-built unit has a high 
and insure accuracy of readings, a capacity for absorption of carbon 

(Continued from page 39) rigid, die-cast base is used, to- dioxide in relation to its size and 

spectral purity through use of a gether with a one-piece housing. weight and the volume of absorb- 

diffraction grating was announced ent employed. It is fabricated 

diffraction was announced recently *¥ mainly of thin-wall stainless steel. 

by the Bausch & Lomb Co. AIR PURIFIER FOR ATOMIC The — portion is of 

The Spectronic 20 analyzes any SUBMARINE Copper-micKeh aloy: 

liquids or solids which transmit es: * 

light by subjecting a sample to light | a ee ee 

of specified wavelengths. The de- gi ae a “BIG SQUEEZE” IN OPERATION 

gree of light transmittance is reg- : = 6 5 ae a The world’s largest press for the 

istered on a double scale, where a cr extrusion of metal has begun 

readings may be taken in terms of F vet aT _ squeezing out giant aircraft parts 

cither transmittance or optical / ne , > at Alcoa’s Lafayette, Indiana, 

density. i rai 4 eS oe Works. 

The operator can adjust the dif- i we iy ees eal Two and one-half times as pow- 

fraction grating for any wave- — ee ell erful as existing extrusion presses 

length in the entire range of the oe Cee dw wow in this country, the 14,000-ton press 

instrument by turning a control | wer cag will form four times the weight 

knob, without being limited to ‘ “ae ee of aluminum previously possible in 

available filters. ae ar? one “squeeze.” Producing the same 

Effective range is from 375 mmu ae extrusion, the new giant will ex- 
: trude two to four times as many 

(near ultra-violet) to 950 mmu . oe ~as:the-larvest re 

(near infra-red), according to the When the Navy's atom-powered pounds per hour as t enlarges: Pre 

company. submarine, the Nautilus, is but- viously existing press. 

oo . toned up for diving its crew must, Built in Germany, the press was 

950 nme, an infrared em aL of course, work in a non-toxic at- brought to this country by the 

ae as oe ‘ mosphere. So a carbon dioxide re- U. S. Air Force and leased to Alcoa. 
ter are quickly substituted for the moval unit, built by The Girdler ; . . 

standard tube. Company. Louisville Ky., is among Teaming up with Hie giant on 
, . : ae se trusion press will be the world’s 

As a colorimeter, the instrument its facilities. largest stretcher which will exert 

makes possible quick: routine ‘tests When the unit is placed in op- a _pull of 3,000,000 pounds. This 
by subjecting the sample to fixed sanik ‘ me ‘i F 

: . ° eration, the air of the submarine is stretcher, 180 feet long, will 
wavelength settings. Resulting passed through an absorber col- _ straighten extrusions as long as 110 

readings can be readily interpreted umn. There it meets a countercur- feet, with the force of 38 diesel 

as eoncentranon values from pre- rent stream of the absorbing me- locomotives in a tug-o-war. 
determined calibrations supplied dium, which removes the carbon . 

with the instrument. dioxide Then the absorbent is re- Eocene these two Dea of 

More intensive study is possible nouwated in a separate vessel and machinery open up new horizons 

by using the instrument as a spec- recycled Thus, étéese carbon di- for aluminum extrusions; Large ex- 

trophotometer. Here the sample is oxide is continuously extracted trudsd shapes -will someday be 
; . ™ 4 ° 7 “ available for railroad, car, bus, 

subjected to light of the desired from the atmosphere. ship, truck and trailer construction. 

wens of ene ee icterore The carbon dioxide is released In addition, pipe up to 20 inches in 

eative analysis aud e. conctrnction from the reactivator, with some re- diameter can be extruded on the 

. en ) . : jected steam, by the application of press for big pipelines. 
of transmission and/or absorption heat in the reboiler. Compressed, 

SHAVES Y it is exhausted into the sea where * 
Basic components are a built-in it dissolves and leaves no bubbles 

grating monochromator; a photo- to reveal the submarine’s position. “SANDWICH WALL SAVES 

emissive detector to pick up the The heat of compression is recov- DOUGH 

light which passes through the ered in the reactivator boiler be- By using a new, easy-to-erect 

sample and transmit it in the form fore the carbon dioxide is ex- aluminum “sandwich” curtain wall, 

of photo-clectric current; and a pelled. The effect is to reduce ap- which has twice the insulation value 

printed-circuit electronic amplify- preciably the outside heat load of a 12-inch masonry wall, U. S. Air 

ing system to build up the current needed for continuously reactivat- Force was able to save time, money 

so it will register on the scale. ing the absorbing solution. (Continued on page 52) 
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by I. R. Drops 

Sing a song of sulfides, Girls are like newspapers: They Men are peculiar, as women 
A beaker full of lime, all have forms, they always have have long suspected. For instance, 
Four and twenty test tubes the last word, back numbers are a man who had not kissed his wife 
Breaking all the time. not in demand, they have great __ in five years just shot a fellow who 
When the cork is taken out, influence, you can’t believe every- did. 
The fumes begin to reek. thing they say, they’re thinner than 
Now isn’t that an awful mess they used to be, they get along by 7s 8 
To have five times a week? advertising, and every man, should Blonde: “I’m going on a hayride 

eo «6 have his own and not try to borrow with a sailor, what do you think I 
his neighbors. should take?” 

Bachelor: A guy who is foot- . « . os 
loose and fiancee free. a oe @ Friend: “Precaution. 

a ee “Watt-hour you doing there?” oe 8 
“Mech. Eng.: I hear the Student “Eating currents,” the apprentice They say that things are so dry 

Council is trying to stop necking. said, “anode you'd catch me at it.” in Arizona that even the trees are 
Chem. Eng.: That so? First thing “Wire you insulate this morn- going to the dogs. you know they'll be trying to make ing?” asked the boss. 

the students stop, too. “ee 
“Leyden bed. Wouldn’t that jar 

a 8 8 you?” A kiss is a peculiar proposition. 
“Beg your pardon, but t “Can't -dlaysshunts get Useless to one, it is absolute bliss g your pardon, bu aren't you Can't your relay-shunts get you 4 two. A small boy gets it for noth- 

an engineering student? up? ‘ ‘ : “ oe , ing, a young man has to lie for it, ‘No—it’s just that I couldn’t find “Amperently not.” and an old man has to buy it. The 

may hat.” you can go ohm,” said the boss, and the | ypocrite's mask. To the 
7 and the circuit was broken right young girl, faith; to the married 

2 2 «© there. women, hope; and to an old maid, 
charity. A bee stinger is .03125 inch long. oe 8 

The other 24 inches is your imagi- s & & 
maton, Once upon a time, as the story He was a rather under-sized 

2 0 6 goes, the fence between Heaven freshman at his first college dance, Old Navy man, leaning over rail and Hell poke, down. Satan en but despite his smallness and bash- 
of shiny “T see ici have a weak ee & i aS fled 4 ‘ St Petes: fulness he was sure of himself in 
stomach.” section and ca’ ee out fo ot, Peter; his own way. He walked over to a 

- Hey, St. Peter, since all the engi- — peantiful and over-sophisticated Seasick Oliver: “I don’t know neers are over on your side, how girl and said, “Pardon me, Miss, 
about that. I’m getting pretty fair about sending a few to fix the j.4¢ may 1 have this dance?” 
distance with it!” fence?” . 

She looked down at his small size 
wos 8 “Sorry,” replied St. Peter, “any and lack of fraternity pin and said, 

An EE stared into a mirror one men are too busy to fix fences. hit Sorry inne Ineyedands Sieh morning and, noting his bloodshot “Well, then,” said Satan, ‘TH a child! 
eyes, resolved never to go into a have to sue you if you don't. The freshman bowed deeply and 
bar again. “That television,” he St. Peter: “Guess you win; you’ve said, “Oh, I’m sorry, I didn’t know 
muttered, “is ruining my eyes.” all the lawyers on your side.” your condition.” 
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. 
Think You" : So You Thin oure @ 

Le tu 

SMART! a ad nN 

'Y 
by Sneedly, bs’59 7 

At R.O.T.C. camp during the last summer, the fol- 

lowing problem was given to a number of cadets, 

among whom was an engineer: Two columns of in- 

fantrymen marching at uniform rates of 6 MPH (col- 

umn A) and 4 MPH (column B) were approaching . - 

each other on a straight road. When they were exactly The x’s represent numbers too illegible to be read. For- 

ten miles apart, a messenger started from the head of tunately this person, who, incidently, could hardly have 

column A and ran at a rate of 8 MPH to meet column been an engineer, was able to write 3's which could be 

B. Upon reaching column B he turned and ran back to read. The x’s can represent any numbers—it is up to 

the head of column A; he continued to run back and you to determine them. Answer next month, I hope. 

forth between the columns until the two met. When eee 

asked how far the messenger had run, assuming he lost On a recent trip I encountered a seedy-looking indi- 

no speed in making the turns, the engineer turned to vidual who presented himself to a motel-keeper as a 

his slide-rule and algebraic ingenuity and solved the young mechanical engineer who had just graduated 

problem in two minutes. However, a few intelligent from college, but had not yet found a position (not an 

non-technical cadets reported the correct answer in less unlikely story, even during this era of great shortages 

than five seconds, without the aid of calculations. of engineers ). He had no money with which to pay for 

Therefore, I ask, which are you—an engineer or an in- —@ room; however, he offered, in return for a room, a 

telligent person? I'll give the answer next month for the solid gold key chain which had been given him for the 

other readers: purpose of hanging honorary keys (I noted that the 
chain was noticeably devoid of keys ). 

After appraising the chain, which contained twenty- 
three links, the clerk offered the M.E. lodging for 

4 MPH iq SMPH twenty-three nights. After asking for the entire chain 
8 MPH in advance, the motel-keeper was presented with the 

. . following proposition: The distrustful engineer offered 

| \ Q Ce. D> to pay for the room by breaking up the chain and pay- 
NS iN eal ing each day. He wanted to redeem the key chain at a 

} AY Cb 3 wy] later date, but he did not want the keeper to have 

a? Ys At more than he was entitled to at any one time, nor did 

vy , a” a Dd the equally distrustful motel-keeper want to be cheated 
Se Pae TO Aye OO by allowing any payments to be missed. Thus, the 

— M.E. came to me, a Ch.E., to determine the fewest 

number of cuts necessary to divide the chain into por- 
oe. tions of various lengths to be exchanged under the 

While correcting some test-papers, a math instructor terms of the agreement. (i.e, he might pay on the 

encountered one that was extremely illegible. He — twelfth night by exchanging a twelve-link portion for 

passed the following problem along to me, and T, lazy one of eleven links—this is obviously impossible, but it 
as Lam, am passing the buck to you: serves as an example.) On the first day he cut the chain 

XXX according to my instructions, and was thus able to meet 
A XRKXXN his obligations for the full twenty-three days. 

5 Can you determine the fewest number of cuts neces- 

xx3 sary to meet the terms set forth? It is, of course, neces- 
XXX sary to determine also the links which were cut. { Very 
XXXX helpful hint: he gave the motel-keeper a single link on 

XXBX the first day.} 
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eee cae \OUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

ees ~—sHow billet mill gets extra 
At, eee . a ae 
ee eed 7" *——: bearing capacity in same space 
co ee & oe ert fe vf © Engineers who designed this 10-stand billet mill speci- 

2 ue 8 2 a C | 4 il 7 a ie ) : . fied that the roll necks be mounted on Timken® Balanced 

1. o Lo a | 0 dye A | Proportion bearings. That’s because Timken Balanced 

wed none S _ L a oe rae a Proportion bearings have load ratings up to 40% 

: A  . . i oo a higher than same-size bearings of older designs. And 
: ae . re - 3 SC they make possible a 50 to 60% increase in roll neck 

: : 1 > aa YS a strength which means greater rigidity and higher roll- 

° ° hi h ee 

True rolling motion, high precision 
e li ° f © ye 

practically eliminate friction 
All lines drawn coincident with the working surfaces | __ gees iene 

of the rollers and races of Timken bearings meet at a ———— 
common point on the bearing axis. This means Timken oS 
bearings are designed to give true rolling motion. And : 
they are precision manufactured to live up to their a 
design. Result: Timken bearings practically eliminate 
friction, save power. 

Want to learn more about 
PP . b e ® b ono 9 a <= _ bearings or job opportunities? 

ee [a nat Many of the engineering problems you'll face after 
} . uve 5 — graduation will involve bearing applications. For help 
oe Wp —_— in learning more about bearings, ee 

Coerierniary ctr i | | ee write for the 270-page General In- | 
: cAI \ | EN es ft formation Manual on Timken bear- 4 we 

vu: ay j excellent job opportunities at the an. 
— 4 Se Timken Company, write for a copy Ne 

~ of “This Is Timken”. The Timken oe 2 
Roller Bearing Company, Canton _ _ _ 
6, Ohio. i ._._._LI 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER <> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
f 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL ® AND THRUST -@— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION swe 
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Laws of Engineering interests than could ever result from the miscarriage of | 

the technical point involved. | 
(Continued from nage 27) When sent out on any assignment stick with it and 

that if you take care of your present job well, the future °° it through to a successful finish. All too often a ! 

will take care of itself. Success depends so largely upon YOUNS engineer from the home office will leave a job 
personality, native ability, and vigorous, intelligent half done or poorly done in order to catch a train or 

prosecution of any job that it is no exaggeration to say keep some other engagement. Wire the boss that you've 
that your ultimate chances are much better if you do a $°t to stay over to clean up the job. Neither he nor the 
good job on some minor detail than if you do a medi- Customer will like it if another man has to he sent out 

ocre job as section head. Furthermore, it is also true later to finish it up. 
that if you do not first make a good showing on your Avoid the very appearance of vacillation. One of the 

present job you are not likely to be given the opportu- gravest indictments of an engincer is to say: “His opin- 
nity of trying something else more to your liking. ion at any time depends merely upon the last man with 

There is always a premium upon the ability to get whom he has talked.” Refrain from stating an opinion 

things done. This is a quality which may be achieved F Promoting an undertaking until you have had a rea- 
by various means under different circumstances. Spe- sonable opportunity to obtain and study the facts. 
cific aspects will be elaborated in some of the succeed- Thereafter see it through if at all possible, unless fresh 
ing items. It can probably be reduced, however, to a evidence makes it folly to persist. Obviously the ex- 

combination of three basic characteristics, as follows: — mes of bullheadedness and dogmatism should be 
(a) Energy, which is expressed in initiative to start avoided, but remember that reversed decisions will be 

things and aggressiveness to keep them moving briskly. held against you. 

(b) Resourcefulness or ingenuity, i.e., the faculty for Don't be timid—speak up—express yourself and pro- 

finding ways to accomplish the desired result, and mote your ideas. Every young man should read Emer- 
(c) Persistence (tenacity ), which is the disposition to son’s essay on “Self Reliance.” Too many new men seem 

persevere in spite of difficulties, discouragement, or in- © think that their job is simply to do what they're told 
difference. to do, along the lines laid down by the boss. Of course 

This last quality is sometimes lacking in the make-up there are times when it is very wise and prudent to 

of brilliant engineers, to such an extent that their effec- keep your mouth shut, but, as a rule, it pays to express 
tiveness is greatly reduced. Such dilettantes are known Yur point of view whenever you can contribute some- 

as “good starters but poor finishers.” Or else it will be thing. 
said of a man: “You can’t take him too seriously; he’ll It frequently happens in any sort of undertaking that 

be all steamed up over an idea today but tomorrow he nobody is sure of just how the matter ought to be han- 

will have dropped it and started chasing some other dled; it’s a question of selecting some kind of program 
rainbow.” Bear in mind, therefore, that it may be worth with a reasonable chance of success. This is commonly 

| while finishing a job, if it has any merit, just for the to be observed in engineering-office conferences. The 
sake of finishing it. first man to speak up with a definite and plausible pro- 

In carrying out a project do not wait for others to posal has better than an even chance of carrying the 

deliver the goods; go after them and keep everlastingly floor, provided only that the scheme is definite and 
after them. This is one of the first things a new man plausible. (The “best” scheme usually cannot be recog- 
has to learn in entering a manufacturing organization. nized as such in advance.) It also happens that the 

Many novices assume that it is sufficient to place the ™@" who talks most knowingly and confidently about 
order and sit back and wait until the goods are deliv- the matter will very often end up with the assignment 
ered. The fact is that most jobs move in direct propor- to carry out the project. If you do not want the job, 

tion to the amount of follow-up and expediting that is keep your mouth shut and you'll be overlooked, but 
applied to them. Expediting means planning, investi- you'll also be overlooked when it comes time to assign 

gating, promoting, and facilitating every step in the larger responsibilities. 

process. Cultivate the habit of looking immediately for Be extremely careful of the accuracy of your state- 
some way around each obstacle encountered, some ment. This seems almost trite, and yet many engineers 
other recourse or expedient to keep the job rolling lose the confidence of their superiors and associates by 

without losing momentum. There are ten-to-one differ- habitually guessing when they do not know the an- 

ences between individuals in respect to what it takes 5W&™ to a direct question. It is certainly important to 

to stop their drive when they set out to get something be able to answer questions concerning your responsi- 
done: bilities, but a wrong answer is worse than no answer. 

On the other hand, the matter is occasionally over- If you do not know, say so, but also say, “Tl find out 

done by overzealous individuals who make themselves right away.” If you are not certain, indicate the exact 

obnoxious and antagonize everyone by their offensive degree of certainty or approximation upon which your 

browbeating tactics. Be careful about demanding action 2?SWer is based. A reputation for dependability and 
from another department. Too much insistence and agi- reliability can be one of your most valuable assets. 
tation may result in more damage to a man’s personal (Continued on page 50) 
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‘ electrical and mechanical engineering design and development, 

XN stress analysis, airborne structural design, electrical and electronic 

circuitry, systems studies, instrumentation, telemetering, electro- 

) mechanical test, applied physics problems. 

Gos Sandia Corporation, a subsidiary of the Western Electric Company, offers 
es outstanding opportunities to graduates with Bachelor's or advanced degrees, with 

a or without applicable experience. 

: Sandia Corporation engineers and scientists work as a team at the basic task of 
: applying to military uses certain of the fundamental processes developed by 

nuclear physicists. This task requires original research as well as straightforward 

development and production engineering. 

A new engineer's place on the Sandia team is determined initially by his 

Bs training, experience, and talents . . . and, in a field where ingenuity and 

: resourcefulness are paramount, he is afforded every opportunity for professional 
growth and improvement. A 

; Sandia engineers design and develop complex components and systems 
: that must function properly under environmental conditions that are much 

more severe than those specified for industrial purposes. They design and 

develop electronic equipment to collect and analyze test data; they build 

instruments to measure weapons effects. As part of their work, they are . 

engaged in liaison with the best production and design agencies in the 

2 country, and consult with many of the best minds in all fields of science. 

— Sandia Laboratory, operated by Sandia Corporation under contract 
ce with the Atomic Energy Commission, is located in Albuquerque — in 

: the heart of the healthful Southwest. A modern, mile-high city of 150,000, 
: Albuquerque offers a unique combination of metropolitan facilities plus 

: scenic, historic and recreational attractions — and a climate that is 

Be sunny, mild, and dry the year around. New residents have little diffi- 

a culty in obtaining adequate housing. z 

of , Liberal employee benefits include paid vacations, sickness bene- Sag 
: fits, group life insurance, and a contributory retirement plan. 

ee Working conditions are excellent, and salaries are commensurate 
: : with qualifications. > 

: : A limited number of positions for Aeronautical Engineers, 

Mathematicians, and Physicists are also available. ° 

Make application da: PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT 

DIVISION A-5 

Or contact through your Placement Office the Sandia 
~ : Corporation representative with the Bell Telephone 

System College Recruiting Team for an 
interview on your campus. 

cS 

SANDIA BASE ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 
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Laws of Engineering the leader, ignore or modify orders to suit their indi- 
vidual notions! To be sure, a business organization is 

(Continued from page 48) not a military machine, but it is not a mob, either. 

This applies, of course, to written matter, calcula- One of the first things you owe your boss is to keep 
tions, etc., as well as to oral reports. It is definitely him informed of all significant developments. An ex- 
bad business to submit a report to the boss for ¢cutive must know what's going on. The main ques- 

approval without first carefully checking it yourself, tion is: How much must he know-how many of the 
and yet formal reports are sometimes turned in full of details? This is always a difficult matter for the new 
glaring errors and omissions. man to get straight. Many novices hesitate to bother 

the boss with too many reports, and it is certainly true 

In Relation to the Boss that it can be overdone in this direction, but in by far 
Do not overlook the fact that youre working for the majority of cases the executive's problem is to ex- 

your boss. This sounds simple enough, but some engi- tract enough information to keep adequately posted. 

neers never get it. By all means, you’re working for For every time he has to say, “Don’t bother me with 
society, the company, the department, your family, so many details,” there will be three times he will say, 
and yourself, but primarily you should be working “Why doesn’t someone tell me these things?” Bear in 
for and through your boss. And your boss is your mind that he is constantly called upon to account for, 

immediate superior, to whom you report directly. As defend, and explain your activities to the “higher-ups,” 
a rule, you can serve all other ends to best advantage as well as to co-ordinate these activities into a larger 

by working for him, assuming that he’s approximately plan. In a nutshell, the rule is therefore to give him 
the man he ought to be. It is not uncommon for young promptly all the information he needs for these two 

engineers, in their impatient zeal to get things done, purposes. 

to ignore the boss, or attempt to go over or around Whatever the boss wants done takes top priority. 
him. Sometimes they move a little faster that way, for You may think you have more important things to do 

a while, but sooner or later they find that such tactics first, but unless you obtain permission it is usually un- 
camot be tolerated in a large organization. Generally — wise to put any other project ahead of a specific assign- 
speaking, you cannot get by the boss; he determines ment from your own boss. As a rule, he has good rea- 

your rating and he rates you on your ability to co- sons for wanting his job done now, and it is apt to have 

operate, among other things. Besides, most of us get a great deal more bearing upon your rating than less 

more satisfaction out of our jobs when we're able to conspicuous projects which may appear more urgent. 
give the boss our personal loyalty, with the feeling Also, make a note of this: If you are instructed to do 

that we're helping him to get the main job done. something and you subsequently decide it isn’t worth 

Be as particular as you can in the selection of your doing (in view of new data or events) do not just let 

boss. In its effect upon your engineering career, this it die, but inform the boss of your intentions and rea- 

is second in importance only to the selection of proper sons. Neglect of this point has caused trouble on more 

parents. In most engineering organizations the influ- than one occasion, 

ence of the senior engineer, or even the section head, Do not be too anxious to follow the boss's lead. This 

is a major factor in molding the professional character _ is the other side of the matter covered by the preceding 

of younger engincers. Long before the days of univer- rule. An undue subservience or deference to the depart- 

sities and textbooks, master craftsmen in all the arts ment head’s wishes is fairly common among young 

absorbed their skills by apprenticeship to master engineers. A man with this kind of psychology may: 
craftsmen. It is very much as in the game of golf; a 1. Plague the boss incessantly for minute directions 

beginner who constantly plays in company with and approvals. 

“dubs” is very apt to remain a “dub” himself, no mat- 2. Surrender all initiative and depend upon the boss 

ter how faithfully he studies the rules, whereas even _ to do all of his basic thinking for him. 
a few rounds with a “pro” will usually improve a 3. Persist in carrying through a design or a program 

novice’s game, even after new evidence has proved the original plan 

But, of course, it is not always possible to choose — to be wrong. 

your boss advisedly. What if he turns out to be some- This is where an engineering organization differs 

what less than half the man he ought to be? There are from an army. In general, the program laid down by 
only two proper alternatives open to you; (a) accept the department or section head is tentative, rather than 

him as the representative of a higher authority and sacred, and is intended to serve only until a better 

execute his policies and directives as effectively as program is proposed and approved. 

possible, or (b) transfer to some other outfit at the first The rule therefore is to tell your boss what you have 

opportunity. A great deal of mischief can be done to done, at reasonable intervals, and ask his approval of 

the interests of all concerned (including the company) any well-considered and properly planned deviations 
if some other alternative is elected, particularly in the — or new projects that you may have conceived. 

case of younger men. Consider the damage to the effi- {The second of these articles will appear in the next issue 

ciency of a military unit when the privates, disliking — of the Wisconsin Engineer.} 
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PUTS HIS INVENTION aa ys 

rc mace Ve TO PRACTICAL USE ce 

Actually, Morse’s first message over his electric . eg a don. 
telegraph was, “What hath God wrought?” Ever ” ~ men 
since, it’s helped solve the problem of getting IBM's latest brainchild, the 702 Electronic 

Data Processing Machine, is an outstanding 
money from home . . . and a good many other example of New Departure ball bearing 

bl 1 application. New Departures also assure accurate 
problems as well. support of moving parts in IBM’s now famous 

. 701 Electronic Computer. Sa 

Inventor Morse wouldn’t recognize some of the regs bi 

latest developments in his field. Automatic coding om | or ay } 

and decoding machines. Radar. Electronic com- Loy y nt ‘ Cot es 

puters. Such devices depend on ball bearings to ae 

maintain moving parts in accurate alignment, cut - a 
friction to the minimum and reduce wear. ee 

. . Slee mi Pipe a In every field . . . designers and engineers call on Pie ik ee) iF ut | P| 

New Departure for the finest in ball bearings. iy vio i one 

For New Departure manufacturing is known to I BALL ‘BEARINGS | 

employ advanced methods of automation, integra- a >, . 

tion and quality control. NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
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. . . work. The fiber glass insulatio re re. winners are chosen ¢ Science Highlights e er glass insulation eral more winners are chosen at | 

(Continued 5 was then temporarily fastened to the Dance. Prizes are awarded for 

fontinued from page 44) the sheet. In the last step, the outer the longest, puniest, fullest, and 
and future maintenance costs on layer of .032-inch thick sheet was for other beard types. | 
the Heavy Press Plant now being secured to the structure with self- < : 
bui - . : Sometimes events occur during 
nuilt adjacent to the Cleveland — tapping screws that also perma- . ; . 

1 be nf : Engineers’ Week which are un- 
Works of Alcoa. nently hold the insulation in place. . 

. ; ‘ . planned—and occasionally even un- | 
A total of 157,711 square feet of Aluminum was selected for the . Reda 

\ ‘ ; idine has b buildi h 1 ‘tive ‘bid called for. Last year, for instance, 
the “ Ww oa ie sic "e “ een a ing he ee ee sare F a resounding roar came from the 

set on the 1g p ant, rs oO use ding as the most economica or Camp Randall Civil War Memorial 

this type of construction. The cur- sandwich wall construction. Aver- a < . 5 . 
oa . es S : = site late one night. Three windows 

tain wall sandwich is fabricated age bid for erection of an alumi- a r > . 
: eye . . in the nearby fire house were shat- 
from two “slices” of corrugated alu- num sandwich wall from six con- , seta fi 

: ay. x tered by the concussion from the 
minum sheet between which is a tractors was $1.11 per square foot. : 

5 ‘ ‘ . j . blast of the old cannon atop the 
one-inch thick layer of glass fiber Average bid for painted galvanized hill 

insulation. The “U" value of the — steel wall was $1.45 per square , 
wall, a factor by which insulating foot; for an asbestos wall, $1.32 per Polygon is also planning a pro- 

qualities of a wall are expressed, — square foot. gram to explain the activities of | 

was recently established by college Two giant forging presses—one the student engineering societies to 
laboratory tests to be 1.55, which of 35,000 tons and one of 50,000 the freshmen in their Freshman 

represents twice that of a 12-inch tons—will be housed in the plant. Lectures course. 

brick wall. END Officers for this fall are: 
The aluminum = sandwich wall ee Breaidione } B. Meat 

vas easily constructed right on the .: TESIC ONE oie esse AMES, Be NECN 
, ites ' p A+ Engine Ears Secretary........D. Harvey Ulrich 
job. First, one layer of .024-inch : ” in W. Pust 
thick Alcoa corrugated aluminum (Continued from page 30) Treasurer..........-John W. Pugh | 

siding was applied directly with ing Engineers’ Week all students 

self-tapping screws to the siding | who have grown beards register, LINCOLN AWARDS | 
girts of the structural steel frame- and from among this group sev- : 

This year, as for the past seven, 

be ~~. | the Lincoln Arc Welding Awards | 

he _meuen DESI N ED will be offered to students writing 

Ee Pos) ’ ay. ira G | the best papers showing uses of 

i a@ ———— au f h welding processes in both the 

pagent | h i pe or t e Structural and Mechanical fields. 
coe! he 7 : 

! | Oe 1 oe 4 PLANT The contest, which last year 

: i 1 Ny awarded prizes totaling $6,700, has 

3 a E of been well received here at Wiscon- 

: A e | sin. Last year Wisconsin students 

ms Fs TO M 0 R ROW won more prizes in the mechanical 

divisions than did any other school. 

| Brown & SHarpr “up-to-the-minute” machines Those interested cE the 
| < P s st are invited to se ‘ofessor 
_ have been designed and built for just such plants. They Goutest ane invited to see Pn 

5 see Adkins about contest rules. 
offer improved performance and greater reliability for . . 

: : 38 Winners from Wisconsin are: 
the mass production of precision parts at lower operat- 

ing costs. These machines on the production line will Frank Kehrberg, “Design of a 

integrate high production and high precision. Welded Vise,” $50. 

For full particulars on the complete line embrac- William Chancellor, “Design and 

ing Milling, Grinding and Screw Machines write Construction of a Pickup Win- 

Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, Rhode Island. drowel,” $50. 

Gordon Ullenberg, “Design of 
Srowen a Sharpe BS | | Welded Worm-Gear Reducer,” 

aoe a | $50. 
A Se | 

— = === = | Carl A. Schauer and Joe G. Mur- 
| a= Ar iS eeanas = | ray, “Rotary Jig Design for 

EH — ar ai eS | Production Welding,” $25. 

= a | END 
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W S P.E The Wisconsin Encrneer will again necessity for safety devices, train- 
oon . carry the WSPE’s news. After the ing, and consciousness, the realiza- 

(Continued jromipage:s) banquet, which was attended by tion of calculated risks, and the 
exactly is extremely important. And — members and their wives, a color suddenness of accident occurrence. 
don’t use your pyrene extinguisher movie about the new dirt moving R. G. Miner, Jr. was the first re- 
to clean clothes or kill insects- machinery in the construction of a cipient of an NSPE lapel pin in the 
empty extinguishers are worse than dam in British Columbia was current two-year program of pro- 

useless.” shown. The next meeting of the viding recognition of new mem- 
The chapter met Nov. 4 at Kau- chapter will be in Rhinelander bers. A resolution authorizing the 

kauna, and a Ladies’ Night meet- Dec. 11 at which time new officers — award was passed earlier in the 
ing is being planned for Dec. 2 at will be elected. evening. The chapter hopes that 
Green Bay. this will help in meeting its quota 

. of 20 new members for the year 
WESTERN CHAPTER ending next June 30. F, L.. Carlson, 

WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER D. W. GRUNDITZ were membership chairman, set Répoiter nis home chapter quota high 
JESS HOLDERBY, enough to give the other chapters Reporter 

ooo a chance at the quota title after 
eee M. B. Monsen, Superintendent — Western’s 140 per cent. title-win 

The Wisconsin Valley Chapter — of Inspection and Safety for the ning results last year. Since about 
of the WSPE combined their meet- Northern States Power Co. (Wis.), 70 per cent of the P. E.’s in the 
ing on Sept. 19 with the Cranberry was the speaker for the opening chapter area are members and 
Jamboree at Wisconsin Rapids. fall meeting of Western Chapter, there are only 13 known P. E. non- 
The meeting was held at the Bulls Wisconsin SPE Tuesday evening, members and less than a handful 
Eye Country Club. John R. Fred- September 21, at the Linker Ho- of EIT’s, the chapter has both a 
erick, Publication Committee chair- tel, La Crosse. The theme of membership and _ registration pro- 
man, addressed the meeting con- “Safety” was dramatically _ pre- motion task to accomplish in order 
cerning chapter news and_ other sented with an ample supply of in- to meet the 20 member quota. 
news of interest about engineers. genious props demonstrating the END 

| (He Now is the time to get the WN i} K&E «ee AYN « Ta. Wa LIF E-LONG eit et] Se | x 
° 1a ANY Me Doric 4 crAsTeLe MLS 5] P 

Student thal C ys inn Al Wee . I IT! eS 
Lettering Sets eg H AB ° Wace] |G 

$7.50 x Your tools of tomorrow should a | | | lg 
He be your tools of today. When you graduate and start bil COMPLETE STOCK Ud . . | eat te upon your own career you will find that the top | fl 

af He engineers, architects and designers use CastELL— | I 
P li G h HE either the famous wood pencil or Lock tire, Holder a 
elican Uuraphos LE with 9030 lead. me 

and ed 5 hi vi Lee CASTELL is smoother, stronger, lays down greater y i 
: LEB depth of graphi he drawing, It is uniforml BA Rapidograph | Hee lepth o grap ite on the drawing. It is uniformly 8 ; 

° i yj) excellent in all 20 degrees, 8B to 10H. NE | | 

Lettering Pens ‘i You study in a fine school, taught by outstanding 5 F It 
Bi professors. Does it make sense to work with inferior E Hl 5 

and Ink il tools? Order CasTELL, world’s standard of quality, E Ei | i] 
IMPORTED FROM | from your College Store, stationer or art supply store. aie a 

GERMANY ri § Bi a4 
vl STeé : ame BROWN'’S ee Le ce sok shon ine] VF “SR CRW ENG i 

Friendly, Courteous Service | itt Sais HAL 5 PENCIL CO., INC., NEWARK 3, N. J. 
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by Dick Paske, ee’56 

Warren E. Racine, B.S. Civil ’51, Sylvester K. Guth, head of Light- Dr. Thomas J. Higgens, professor 

structural engineer of Milwaukee, ing Research for General Electric of electrical engineering was re- 
Wisconsin, has been appointed Lamp Division, Nela Park, Cleve- cently presented the Westinghouse 
manager of the Chicago regional — land, accepted an invitation from Award of $1,000 for Outstanding 
office of Timber Engineering Com- Iceland to assist in founding an — Teaching, one of the nation’s high- 
pany, wood industry service or- “Icelandic Lighting Society.” He — est honors for men in the field of 
ganization affiliated with the Na- has been in Reykjavik, the capital engineering education. Prof. Hig- 

tional Lumber Manufacturers As- of Iceland, from October 17 gins joined the UW College of En- 

sociation. Mr. Racine will provide gineering staff in 1948. He is a 

architects, engineers and builders, graduate of Cornell University and 
in the area, with technical data on ‘ earned his Ph.D. degree at Purdue 
the Teco system of engineered tim- _ 4 : University. Prof. Higgens is recog- 

ber construction for light and oy ; 7” nized nationally for his unusual 
heavy structures. i... 4 teaching ability; he has had more 

. 2 , than 90 technical papers published 

Election of LeRoy A. Petersen, hy — ee | i as nae oe analytical and oo 

President of Otis Elevator Com- : . et a be : perimental research in electrical 
. ~ \ i 2 engineering, and at Wisconsin he 

pany, as a Director of the Com- , Lav! has expanded the research by grad- 
merce and Industry Association of | vrata Shedionis in this field 
New York, Inc., was announced to- Nala —_ . . 

day by Thomas Jefferson Miley, “| . . ° | 

Executive Vice President of the ‘ ud Three Wisconsin engineers were 
Association: > recently elevated to the grade of 

Mr. Petersen, who joined Otis GP “ | Fellow in the American Society of 

Elevator after graduating from the oo 4 Mechanical Engineers. This award 

University of Wisconsin and sub- 2B , 1S given by ASME for significant 
sequent service as an Army officer : 1 contributions by members to the 

in World War I, rose from the DR. SivESTR K. GUTH Ea an ne 

ranks to become President in 1945. oy oo ° 

He also is Chairman of the Board through October 29. Dr. Guth of the Society's total membership 

of Otis Elevator Company Lim- attributes Iceland’s great interest of 38,000. Receiving the honors 
ited, Canada. : in artificial lighting, not to its lack eT Curt G. Joa, president of 

In addition, he is a Director of of daylight, for nine months of the Curt G. Joa, Inc., Sheboygan Falls, 

Irving Trust Company, American — year, but to the fact that Iceland- Wisconsin; Walter Cc. Lindemann, 
Locomotive Company and the ers, like Americans, spend much of consulting engineer with ee J. 

Metropolitan Life Insurance Com- their lives indoors where eyes are Lindemann and Hoverson Co., 

pany, among others; a Trustee of called upon to perform a variety of Milwaukee, Wisconsin; and James 

Consolidated Edison Company of difficult tasks. F Roberts, vice-president and di- 
New York, Inc., and a member of Dr. Guth joined G. E. at Nela rector of engineering of the Gen- 

the Executive Committee of Em- Park in 1930. He received the hon- oral Machinery _Division, Allis 

ployers’ Liability. Assurance Cor-  orary degree of Doctor of Ocular Chalmers Manufacturing Com- 

poration Limited. Science in January of 1953. Three P&™y> Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 
A native of Amery, Wisconsin, years ago, he served as an Ameri- Lindemann and Roberts are: Me- 

Mr. Petersen's home is in West can delegate to the meeting of the chanical Engineering graduates of 

Brother Drive, Greenwich, Con Commission Internationale the University of Wisconsin. 
necticut. D'Eclairage in Stockholm, Sweden. (Continued on page 56) 
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a —* tae ONLY IRC MAKES SO MANY 

BASIC REQUIREMENTS = JAN AND MIL TYPE RESISTORS 
JAN and MIL Specifications are basic | 

i guideposts for electronic advance- : . . 
ment, whether used as engineering =»... . another reason why engineers prefer IRC Resistors 

: reference points or as procurement 
' standards. IRC's dual emphasis on . . . . 

mass production and exacting testing 56 different IRC resistors is today’s figure—all equiva- 
assures highest performance standards . . 

b 2) ol lowest posible cost. lent to JAN or MIL specifications. Manufacturers of 

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES military equipment who must meet these specifications 
' : SDI) depend on IRC for all their resistor requirements. 

: le a wea: Offering the widest line of resistors in the industry— 
5 ype insulated Composition Resistors . . * . 
: MIL-R-IIA Specification 138 different types in all—IRC is the logical source of 
' a TM ATA RAA : JAN and MIL type units. 

a e En % 

' IRC Power Wire Wound Resistors : 
i MIL-R-268 Specification \ 

45a }—— INTERNATIONAL 
Type BW Low Wattage Wire Wounds : 

: JAN-R-184 Specification : R E S I S T A N C E C 0 . 

E=b : 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 

Sealed Precision Voltmeter Multipliers Whorwver the Circuit, Say “W\- In Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 
* JAN-R-29 Specification + : 
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Alumni Notes Prof B Id . ° 
(Continued from page 54) essor a Win Retires 

Robert G. Mattens, CLE'34, has Leo S. Baldwin, chairman of the In 1928 Prof. Baldwin began 

bean promoted to assistant direcs sapere of engineering draw- teaching at the Milwaukee Divi- 

bor iol research at the Allis Chal- a am descriptive geometry at sion; and at the start of the spring 
mers Manufacturing Company. He “ a iwaukies Extension Division, semester, 1929, he joined the Mil- 

joined the firm in °34, and worked wi retire this June after 35 years’ waukee faculty permanently as 

as a metallurgist from 1935 to Setvice on the University of Wis- chairman of the department of a. 

1945. He then became assistant consin faculty. i i ing a1 : ane “assists gineering drawing and descriptive 

eae * the chemical and Beginning with the fall semes- geometry. 

metallurgical labs, and has acted ter of 1919, Baldwin organi £ , as acte 2 9, anized and r i 

as research supervisor since 1950. taught an art ra course on wma “dition. dot pawn : § ed additional duties as acti 

Aubrey J. Wagner, ..., has been the Madison campus for nine chairman of the cuphnediig: de 

named general. manager of the years. He joined the Milwaukee partment. He supervised the ox 

Temessee Valley Authority. For- Division in 1928—the year the di- pansion of both de er its = 

merly an instructor here at the — Vision’s first permanent building et the ti : na . ner g meet the tide of veterans return- 

University, Wagner was hired by — Was constructed. ing to college 
TVA in 1934 as an engineeri ‘ i ion as a ngineering Prof. Baldwin s i 2e- aa : 

aide. Prior to his promotion, he a tn addition | to bis academic i port, Ill As a young man he — duties, Prof. Baldwi 
had been assistant general man- rk inoi Bet ben has, conte — ror ed for the Illinois Central pleted considerable research into 

ager, ailroad where he learned the ma i oe n i a a- problems of stric -ré 
; Gordon F. Focker, M.S. MinE chinist and draftsman trades. At esa HEBERT ERY 

5A, is enrolled at Pennsylvania the suggestion of the railroad’s di- a Z 

State | College as a candidate for  visional superintendent—who later Speer ais ne inne, Geet us 8 
the PhD degree. became Illinois Central president teacher in: “Milwaukee, Baldwin 

B. L. Palsten, B.S. MinE’54, is | —he enrolled in Whipple Acad- “we 
a trainee at Shell Oil Company, emy Jacksonville, IIl., to begin his “I have enjoyed my work here 
Houston, Texas. ir school education at the age tremendously. My colleagues in 

J. F. Menke, BS. MinE’54, is of 25. the department and my man 
“ wo. t y IS . . . y 

with the Industrial Rubber Divi- Three and one-half years later, friends have been a constant 
sion at the B. F. Goodrich Com- Baldwin entered Illinois College  SUrce of satisfaction. One advan- 

pany. and afterwards transferred to the "8° of living in a large city is that 
J. G. Menke, B.S. MinE’S4, is University of Illinois. He financed t frequently meet my former 

employed as an engineer with Iron his education | with his drawings, HeaCny 

Mining Company, Virginia, Min- and by working for the Univer- At one time, some 20 of his 

nesota, sity’s Materials Testing Labora- former students were vice presi- 

I. L. Wubrman, BS. Metk’54, tory. When he graduated in 1916, dents of Milwaukee business con- 

is a metallurgist with Anipco he had secumulated 204 sovedits coms 
Metals. Ine, Milwaukee, Wis- and received two degrees at the On retirement, Prof. Baldwin 
pe same Commencement, a bachelor will reside with his wife, the for- 

J. H, Walter, B.S. Metk’S4, is a —- degree in drawing and mer Beulah Lidey, in her home 

sadunie déadent at the Calvenity a bachelor of arts degree in mathe- on Effingham, Ill. There he 

of Wisconsin, where he holds a anes: apes ‘ta dlwate :ftmes to: bis: heb: 

research assistantship. Baldwin remained at Ilinois as Pies of hunting, fishing, biking, 
: . , an instructor of drawin, d de- motoring, high fidelity s 

R. W. Sievert, BS., MctE’S4, is age ngs aud ie Gs GE RENE BONG We 
a metallurgist with the Sunbeam ectiptive geogieny nel te ‘out production, and fine music, nlcchie. Company, Chicago, Il break of Went War I, when he Prof. Baldwin will be missed at 

: ae was named an honorary captain in the Milwaukee Divisi ; E i i. Slice. 6. ae. i y cay » Milwaukee Division. As one of 
Pa ake , BS Met 54, is af National Guard to instruct his colleagues, Prof. Webster M 

+9. Army. pilots in air markmanship at the Christman, comment , . : lots 3 » Christman, ed: 

Robert F. Conare, B.S., MetE Illinois Ground School. “Hi a SA, is serving with the U.S. Air Gam . ° ; ; His leadership has been inspir- 

Force in Japan. nae ‘0 Madison in 1919, ing. He has confidence in the 
J a organiz a a é i 

Jack C. Bakuos, B.S. MetE’54 course in ot tettering, 1a ES be pee veal wi th is ae we : > > . e een considerate in his sugges- 
is a research assistant, doing grad- wrote an art | i a8 Hen > a an a ettering correspond- tions and criticis ee ea ae the Unter ie Be 8 tering co s and criticism. It has been a 

ie at the University of ence course which is still offered pleasure to work in his depart- 

Wisconsin. by the Extension Divisi ” SS ) > Extension Division. ment. END 
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WITH THRIFTICHECK! 

A thrifticheck checking account can be 

opened with any amount. No minimum bal- 

ance is required. You pay only a few cents 

per check, in books of 20 checks, with your 

name printed on each. There is no charge 

for deposits or statements, no monthly serv- 

ice charge. No added charges of any kind. 

TMNT EN ocd Sine Bank. 
905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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Industrial industrial engineering to qual- Second Year 

. . ify him for subordinate posi- / credit 
Engineering tions; Math 1024 Ditfevential Caleulus .. 4 
tugs aysics 51—Genera aysics we... 5 

(Continued from page 19) 2. To afford broad training in Mech 1-Statics ................ 3 
listed IE were formerly ME. This the management aspects to IE 23—Manufact. Equip. and Mater. — 3 

was done with the idea that once equip the student for future “ue eee ; 
they were adopted into a program responsibilities in production VNU vores _ 
they would be taught from an In- management and administra- 18 
dustrial Engineering point of view. tion. Math 102b—Integral Calculus .... 4 
rereduisite: : soncurrence re- Physics 52—General Physics ......00 5 f ni cpoist and Concurrence Te PROPOSED INDUSTRIAL MEG 2DGRHIE ae mamen ee 8 

quirements ‘buve: Deen taken. ante ENGINEERING CURRICULUM IE 41—Mechanism .............. 3 
account and the final program has Fick ¥ Psych 3—Psychology for Engineers 3 

been checked and evaluated by st rear Beeaie Military 20.0... ccc eee ee eee 0 
: . se ) 

hiculty: members and Agencies of Math 51—Elementary Analysis .... 0 5 
the University. The elective courses Chem 2a—General Chemistry ..... 4 
have been set up with the view of English la—Composition .......... 3 Third Year 

specialization in one phase, if so Draw. 12- Engineering Drawing .. 3 1E 12—Principles of Ind. Eng. .... 3 
desired. os 9—Extempore Speaking . .. . 3 Mech 3—Mechanics of Materials . . 4 

Completion of the curriculum Mi itary Watters eee 0 Mech 53—Materials of Construct... 2 
. . . Physical Education .............. 0 IE 53—Machine Desig: 3 

will then result in the degree of _ a OU MACHINE SESign eta ey ef 
eK, ; a TE 52—Machine Design Lab. .... 2 

Bachelor of Science in Industrial 18 Electives 3 

Engineering. Math 52—Elementary Analysis .... 5 ~ po 7 euss = 

Chem 2b—Qualitative Analysis ... 4 18 

Purposes of the Curriculum English Ib—Composition .....-... 3 ye 13 ng, & Manuf, Cost Analysis 3 
7 biceti © th ‘cul Draw. 23—Descriptive Geometry .. 3 IE 64—Thermbdynaniies 3 

" Smee Ke @undiéuluin 2 O5_Ce dahiial PHONES a. od ; ynamics v........ ‘The objectives of the curriculum ME 25-Gen. Machine Practice ... 3 Ie To7-Produetion, Prceses 3 
are twofold: Military: wcrcessrereseeesceseres 0 Te 44 Advanced Machine Design. 3 

ee ee Physical Education .............. (0; IE. 99—Technical Writing 3 
1. To give the student sufficient _ rh WoT BORIGEL WERE son oc ex ve 3 

knowledge and background in 18 mecHVes si Ween g2 Bi EET Ha ED Me - 

| 18 
—“<@ Fourth Year 

E SA LO IE 126—Tool Engineering ....... 3 
. n Ze Le IE 116—Motion and Time Study .. 3 

: jy oe : g Comm 134—Industrial Statistics... 3 
> £)/ fk. z a IE 120—Material Handling & Cont. 3 || De A Fs ee a 20—Material He ig 

/: COnROomM ol’ Lea i er | E 115—Industrial Plant Design .. 3 
co| Be mp, aL QA : , Electives .0 6.0... ccc eee eee eee 8 5 

‘ Om » : SD 

A Key to PNW pe eee ia 
. | D>) \\ pe i a a F | | IE 103—Economic Selection ...... 3 

K&E Leadership - é VE ee | Comm 171—Personnel Management — 3 

We (2p <- | IE 117—Product. Plan. and Control 3 
A 8 ee tds se. Bie etic ‘ 4 S| —e 7 <I IE 121—Indust. Engin. Practice . 3 

Sey eC alg Seminar in Industrial Engineering. . 2 
= i i oS Industrial Engineering Trip ...... 1 

Se Ca YP | EISGHVE se oe Scere | 8 

: ee ee Every engineer and surveyor . 

aie Dy — A \ would gladly cut his leveling Elective Courses 

a: ae a  £e)) time and costs in half. Kak ME Gl—Heat Power ............ 3 
aM. 4 8 oF _ “Scatemsff| now offers the answer with the | ie 169 Refrigeration 3 AN 7 ls a : : 7 : ME 162— a sea wasn en | 

OY Oe amazing new Nid SelfLeveling | tH 168—Heating and Ventilation. 3 
fA 4a _ j oo nee — omms a ne sees | ME 169—Internal Combustion Eng. 3 
ag ee -_ leveling, Irom Tough cro | Comm 112—Marketing Methods .. 3 

Hi =e oe Honing to first order work. | Comm 119—Industrial Marketing .. 3 
te ow fe Rugged yet highly accurate, it | Gym 123-Labor Problems ..... 3 

- ee | is set up in a moment, because | jy 15], 159, 153—Adv, IE Projects 1-3 
KF ee ut actually levels itself. Such | jp 1g0—Adv. Independent Study... ° 

ap : ON Be se economy is a key to KaE’s 87 | pray. 94 Adv. Engineering Draw. 2 
ie ears of leadership in drafting, Deere sa] \ Dayal : eso emanate y ducti pime 2 Psych. 115—Industrial Psychol. ... 3 

rE reproduction, surveying and | povch, 116—Adv. Indust. Psych... 3 
KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. optical tooling equipment and Peycls. 129~Personnel Pagel 8 
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i Illustration shows test of aircraft compass at United States Gauge, ; 
Ne : division of American Machine and Metals, Inc. A magnetic force, 
es developed by the loops, pulls the compass card 30° off its normal 

. heading. Then the force is released. The instant of release and the 
moment the compass recovers by 5° are both recorded on the film — 
become positive evidence of proper performance. 

V Vanted : e 

I ith a spli d 

A difference of 2/10ths of a second means the compass 
passes or fails. So the maker pits it against a stop watch— 

gets definite proof of performance with movies. 

Uncle Sam said this aircraft compass must respond small. It is improving production, saving time, reduc- 
by 5 degrees in not less than 1 second or more than _ ing error, cutting costs. 
1.2 seconds. That s only 2/10ths of a second leeway— Graduates in the physical sciences and in engi- 

far too little for human hands and eyes to catch the neering find photography an increasingly valuable 
action accurately. tool in their new occupations. Its expanding use has 

So, side-by-side, the stop watch and compass act also paste many challenging opportunities at 

their parts before the movie camera. Then individual 2 al ae sciailly m thentleelegpmenno saEeuaae 
frames along the film show the precise instant that Cnenucal processes and the design of complex pre- 
the 5-degree mark is reached cision mechanical-electronic equipment. Whether 

, you are a recent graduate or a qualified returning 
Product testing and quality control are naturals for service man, if you are interested in these oppor- 

photography. They are typical examples of the many _ tunities, write to Business & Technical Personnel 
ways photography works for businesses, large and Dept., Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N.Y.
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) 15,000 G-E people working on jobs created by new products since 1945 could almost fill Princeton's Palmer Stadium. peor gon j ; P 

9 d d G-E job In years, new products create -E jObS 

f h le to fill a football stadi 
Coming years promise even more progress. As we see it at General Electric, America’s industrial 

. . fey 
. x x : yrogress In ¢ ee economy 18 “on y Ss 

One out of every five people at General Electric owes prog a free ec y isnot only continuing, it’s A peoy ‘dl larati 
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his job to products G.K. didn’t make before 1945. RADIO Y ACCC er ALS 

And the future looks even brighter. 

We can see new and exciting possibilities in many / rogress Is Our Most /mportant | roduet 

different fields. Atomic energy, jet engines, electronics, 

silieones— all promise to create new products, new G E N E R A L E LE CT R ] C 

processes and new jobs.
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